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ABSTRACT
This study builds on a previous report, Higher

Education in Alaska, commissioned by the Alaskan Legislature in 1972.
Suggestions and recommendations made in that initial report and the
subsequent actions taken on them make up the body of the discussion.
Along with a review of organizational and budgeting matters, of
special interest is the discussion of the Alaskan community colleges,
which are part of the University of Alaska system. The community
colleges have emerged from university extension centers, and the
philosophy of extension education is still influential in the new
colleges. Although both transfer and career programs are available,
funding for courses that are applicable to baccalaureate degrees is
significantly easier to obtain. Occupational programs have not
received as much emphasis as they need, and it seems desirable that
vocational education be taken into the community college programs.
Statewide planning and more specific attention by the regents is
needed to make sure the community college system is organized for
optimum efficiency and service. Toward that end, certain defined
limits of autonomy must be allotted to the colleges to allow them to
respond quickly to local needs, (MJK)
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FOREWORD

We set out to study and report on higher education in Alaska at the

request of the legislative Council and its Interim Committee on Higher r;ducation.

We were advised at the outset that the Committee would be concerned with

three aspects of higher education in Alaska,

1. Maintaining the highest quality educational opportunity for

Alaskans consistent with their needs and desires.

2. Insuring equal opportunity of access to post-secondary education

for all Alaskans of all ages regardless of whether they have

completed. high school.

3. Obtaining maximum. educational benefits, with as wide a. range

of opportunities as possible at minimum cost to the taxpayer.

These three points we kept in mind.

With the appointment of the new President of the University and other

changes in organizational structure and personnel, the University, in a

sense, begins a new era which can very well be another step toward more

effective and more efficient delivery of educational services to the people

of Alaska. We express to members of the Committee our sincere appreciation

for the opportunity to have been involved during 1973 in a matter of so crucial

importance to the people of Alaska, and, indeed, to many people far beyond her

borders.
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CRITICTSMS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

cmF,endi

The :'oath of Hegents of the University of Alaska for

poiicy ,iecioions leaving the administrative task to appointed institutional

he ii ln thfir tAffs,

ry-Iuii:u4.1nnal provision for a single Board to govern the University

Lsc! cl_:ord _r....t.i ii agency for all state-aidecl higher education

fo-1 its statewlde University Counci:I. and a representative

each of 1;;.e three regions, Program decisions can now be

mavi :evei of final implementation, saving time. producing better

e!;i -.4wurovetI morale.

A ,fl of 3tud.,:nts on important committeess including student

representaton the Board of 'Regents,

"'hr appcopriating an emergency fund for the use of the

1'e; establishing a second office in Anchorage for use

by !nr o!' the '::-.17(ity when he is in Anchorage,

The ",overnor, Board, and Legislature for their special concern and response

to -,ne nefOs of AcJlemic facilities ii, Anchorage,

of conmun'l.ty college advisory committees,

:.eop:Iy:11? Institute for its oxternal degree program and other promis1ng

'Lnnov,;-:c,rs.

o.ni of H-;-1-!nts of the University for the purchase of needed land from

Y.tho(!i ''nlver,3ity and establishment of viahle consortia wl'.h each of

4w, -r1v.14c, institutions.

)



The State Legislature for a Tuition Grant Program, based upon reason,

designed to assist worthy students attending a private institution.

The University of Alaska's Academic Development Plan Committee to make

a statewide study and future projections and the work done by the University

of Alaska's Planning and Development Office.

The Alaska Legislature for timely appropriations for new acauamic facilities

at Anchorage, at College, and at the community collet -s about over the

state,

The Lepdxioture, the University, and the people who support it for a

basically sound and viable organization for delivering higher education, research,

and related services to the people of the state.

Alaska Methodist U .versity for innovative educational activities.

The concept of extending the responsibility of a community college for

services and administration beyond its own immediate campus.

Thn Foar's designating a vice president of the University to represent

the cornmunit.y c.)11e~-es at the level of the Board of Regents and of state

government,

;,11 thcs;a in Alaska who are able to use individualized instruction and

other inrurtional media eff'icient'ly.

Wo arQ o"t

""iv. 06o or r,:).t.mula cr program budgetim, withot.O. adequate assthtance

from n f.:ommittee,

ransfr o: "Itt.ds npeciflcally appropriated 'or the use of one se.7,ment

th. "tv-rn!',/ n ano.hcr,

thf. ot: an'i each Of th-

.i.7,ns In 1 hn state,



There has beer no organized graduate college and no significant change

in the organization for graduate study either in College or at Anchorage during

the past two veers.

The lack of attention to the state's skill centers or to making the

University responsible for them,

The low level of faculty salaries throughout the University spite%

especially in the higher ranks,

Unrer.alved conflicts over curricular matters involved in the two consortiums.

The lack of communication between institutions seeking grants in closely

related areas.

The reported lack of uniformity in the regional administration of state-

wide services,

Tne failure of institutions, each accredited, to grant comparable amounts

of credit for work taken in one of them.

The separate administration of the state's community colleges and its

public vocational and technical schools,

We recommends

Changing certain titles of certain chief administrative officers of the

University of Alaska as seems most feasible,

?lacing responsibility for all public post-secondary education, including

vocational and technical programa with the University of Alaska.

Retaining Aw4lorage Community College as a division of the Univemity of

Alaska at Anchorage and ma!le the proposed Tanana Community College a diviriion

of the !'niversity of Alaska at College.

!ore frequent meetings and increased use of the Association of :.ommunity

Directors,

Vaska's r,o7tmurity collepes becoming inoreasin4ly cultural and -"creational

cen-r:, of thPir respective communities,



!!sing the Institutes atCollege morn as partners in the academic life

of the 4.tniversity.

Increased attenti.on to communications within each unit and throughout

the entire system of the University of Alaska.

Est.ablishinc' s commission on post-secondary education to better coordinate

all higher education in Alaska but leaving control of all public higher

education with the Board of Regents, as it is at present.

Special additional appropriations of catchup funds for library improve-

ment.

!gore critical analysis of stuient needs in the Sitka area by the Consortium

Ccmmitee.

Better studies of g 3duates of the community colleges, including dropouts,

and he experience of those who transfer to four-year institutions.

Planninr !hat includes consideration of the need for a research center,

or Listitute, probaLly largely coicerned with applied research in Anchorage.

Inclusion of vocational and technical programs in the community colleges

whf!--evor rossiMe.

The ccmmunity college direc+ors and their faculties participate more in

he fo,-mulation of general volicies and in the development of programs for

10tain1ng thn niversity of Alaska system as it in, including the: community

,s a of +he system,

Suhsear'ial increases in all faculty slaries budge!,n throurhout the

'1.7!'y of AlaAka system.

w"Ncaional lovel V.:iv,!rn144,

Re rrolimen townty p.i.c,.nt of tot: 'otal enr,,11-

n--t :1 ".e or!,:r lnfl 0 ten nerrynrt in 'he e,,rmuri'y



Increasing the non-resident registration fee.

More autonomy for regional and 1. cal administrators and faculties.

Revenue parkin;, at Anchorage,

More vocational and technical education with an urban thrust for the

Anchorage Community College,

More international progrms at the UniversUy of Alaska at Anchorage.

More attention 4.0 interdisciplinary programs, especially at the graduate

level,

Dropping the requirement that Alaska Methodist University raise a certain

nercent of its operating budget in order that its students be eligible for

tuition :-rants,

That the President of the ilniversity be invited to meet with the

Community Co]lerr.e Arivisory Committees periodically.

More star to funding of vocational and technical prograns.

Closer association of the Institutes at College with related academic

departments in the i'niversity.

A new community college law providing general conditions for starting

nny new coUev.e,

Improved budreLing for the community colleges to permit coordinating

funds roctvcr? from various sources and better advance planning.

Fe-I, '-.uition, and sales funds venerated by a community collere should,

i ri-ter possil.le, he malle directly available to the community collfy,.e.

MirlTal eentrol over community collep:es by academic faculty not familiar

i' nomnhr.nsive community collee,e idea,

dv-llopmert: of the concept of the community coller7e acsuninc

1^r4.ain extension and other servicf:s rayon! its 1!Ieiate

V;

17e A'a



thour:h come communities cannot achieve it completely in the foreseeable

future.

Establishint! new community colleges when there are assurances that

certain prcrvl corgi` ions arm :et and that Ioard of Regents' criteria are

satisfied..

An appropriation to construct a much-needed conference center on the

Auke Bay campus of the University of Alaska in Juneau; this is repeating

a recommendation made in an earlier report.



A BRIO' REVIEW

The report, HICHa inUCATION IN ALASKA, submittud to the Legislative

Council throup,h its Committee on Higher Axcation in January 1972, contained

a number of recommendations which, it was felt, would be of interest to many

different oeople interested in higher education in Alaska. Yot all of the

recowerdatiors were addressed to the some people. The report indicated further

studies that, should be made and included a most important suggestion, namely,

lat leqlslators, businessmen, academic administrators, teachers, and students all

need to have significant input into future modifications or changes in higlier

education In Alaska, This is so because any changes that are made should be

directed toward the ultimate discovery of the educational pattern and operational

procedures which will have the greatest probability of providing the highest

quality of educational opportunity for the largest number of people in Alaska

who desire and can profit from post-secondary education - all of this at the

lowest possible cost to the taxpayers. Some of the concrete suggestions and

recommendations made In that initial report and subsequest actions on them

follow.

Certain changes in the organization of the University were suggested.

.:;trenr'.heninr, the concept of regionalization was recommended and this has pro -

cewied full accentance by most of those concerned. Alaska was commended

for havin-- sinrle Roari of Rerents. We would still commend the Board for its

overall marafwment of important policy matters affecting the University. There

was no action on our recommendation that the executive officer of the Poard be

called "Chancellor of the "niversity," but that is dirficult to accomplis:,

nroil-17 requiring a oonstitutional change.

rela'ni recommeviation that each of ti-.e 4hree chief adminis'rati-e offices

egionr be .narg..1 in "Prident.," and tne title 'Provos°. be dror:,0-1,



if and when the title of the chief administrative officer of the University is

changed, obviously must wait. These recommendations still stand. It may require

some time to bring them about. The recommendation that there be a statewide

university council, and a regional council, in each region has been carried out,

apparently with most satisfactory preliminary results.

The University, in reorganizing the assembly, created a larger representative

statewide assembly.and three regional assemblies, one in each of the three regions.

This action by the faculty represents a significant step toward decentralization.

There is greater autonomy at the local level now, and program decisions are made

at the level of the local regional 61uncil, whereas previously they had to go to

the University at College where faculty members are primarily oriented toward

baccalaureate programs and have little personal experience of the needs of being

served at the local level through the community colleges. This and a corresponding

change in overall attitudes auger well for future improved working relationships

and the exercise of more local autonomy.

This arrangement produces more important decisions made nearer the local

level and, thus, it is believed, contributes to better decisions and a saving of

time which is often quite important. The statewide university council appears

to be well-conceived and functioning satisfactorily from the point of view of

administrators and faculty alike.

The recommendation that students be included in committees of all kinds

and the university council, as full-fledged members with voting rights, has even

resulted in Legislative actions providing for a student member on the Board of

Regents. All reports indicate that students are helpful in the various committees

and boards where they serve.

Our recommendation that some kind of formal provision be instituted to

brim about liaison between the Board of Regents, the Board of Trustees cf

Alaska Methodist University, and tne Board of Trustee:; of Sheldon Jackson CollegeI')
. 44
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has not been acLeA Upon to date, The Board of Regents has made some changes in

its rules, but apparently there has been no policy change that would restrict

tnI: chairmanship to a maximum of two years consecutively as was suggested in

the report.

The recommendation that the Board of Regents appoint a study commission of

persons i.o be recommended by the President to de 'slop a for:Jula for budgeting

has not been carried out as recommended. However, the University has studied

thill problem and is moving toward more refined instruments of formula budgeting.

More people throughout the University system are increasingly having a significant

role in the preparation of the budget. However, deans and directors are still

not as completely involved in the process as recommended. The recommendation

"once the budget has been prepared and approved by the Board there (should) be

no arbitrary transfers of funds, or even the suspicion that there has been

arbitrariness" has been overlooked.

The recommendation that anemergency fund of not less than five percent

be appropriated to the Board of Regents for use throughout the University system,

with carryover privilege, was provided in lesser amount by direct appropriation

to the University but a larger sum is still needed and recommended as a goal for

the future.

The recommendation that the Office of the Board of Regents be established

away from the campus at College has partially been carried out by provisiol

for the new President to divide his time between College and Anchorage. Certain

administrative functions have been decentralized as suggested.

The recommendation VII, that top priority be given for construction of

facilities at Anchorage, has been followed, and, in addition to the new class-

rooms and offices available in the consortium library building, a new office

and classroom building being built adjacent to the library will soon be

completed. The auditorium at Anchorage Community College is nearing completion.

Since the report was submitted, bold strides have been taken to build academic

4.



facilities to cope with the burgeoning enrollment and substantial increases

in operating funds have been appropriated, but these are still not enough to

permit the University of Alaska at Anchorage to catch up and make salary

increases to enable the University of Alaska at Anchorage, including the community

college, to attract and to hold top faculty and staff. University personnel and

the Board of Regents have emphasized these needs in Anchorage in budget requests

before the Legislature.

There,has been no action in regard to the transfer of vocational education

to the University. The recommendation is repeated here with increased urgency.

Alaska is not alone in having a dual system for the administration of its post-

secondary education. Many states have vocational schools under the Board of

Education. Such an arra. ;ement can be justfied inasmuch as there are vocational

programs in the secondary schools under the State Board of Education. However,

the Commissioner of Education, and the Board, have large and time-consuming

responsibilities directing the total elementary and secondary program for the

state. There are good logical reasons for including vocational education with

all other post - secondary education, including the vocational and technical programs

for students who have completed secondary school, or who have for some reason

discontinued their schooling prior to graduation from high school, within the

same administrative structure as the community colleges and University. Alaska

might well include vocational and technical education as part of community college

programs in communities where such colleges exist. Vocational schools or programs

in other schools where there are no community colleges could be administered

through the University and the community colleges. The University is already

adninistering extension work throughout the service area of some community colleges

thrr'urh the community college. Such vocational schools as might be physically

ser,ited from a. college could well be administered 13r the corresponding area

comminity eolleFe. Such an arrangement wota4 be com-Istent with Ulf. Alaska



9tatutes which clearly intended that all post -high school education be the

responsibility of the University,

The r'ecommended "new emphasis on the two-year community conege" is in

the makin6, Administering vocational education as a part of the community

colle'res would strengthen them and further emphasize their importance in the

community, Nany of the career type vocational programs will be better suited

to ',he needs and interests of many young people and provide trained personnel

in fields where there is great demand at the present time, It should be emphasized

that jobs for graduates from the baccalaureate programs are becoming increasingly

difficult to get while persons trained through the vocational and technical

programs are in great demand, All over the United States a new emphasis is

being placed on the fact that a. four-year baccalaureate degree is not the only

basis for success; and usefulness in life,

We would point out that in the past it has not generally been considered

the role of the University to promote and to direct vocational and technical

programs, Eany universities are becoming increasingly interested in the pre-

paration of younp: people for useful work, whatever it may be, It is the

University that can do most to promote the idea that there can be usefulness and

prestige in useful work of high quality for which there has been good trainik:::

and preparation,

Recommendation IX, that a community college should be a division of the

four-year state college or university that is located in the same city, is as

valid as it was when the report was written, Some still think of the Anchorage

Community College as a separate institution rather than as a division of the

University of Alaska at Anchorage, and in view of the renewed interest in the

proposed Tanana Valley Community College in Fairbanks, this recommendation is of

even greater importance, The new career center building worth approximately

mIllion dollar at the edge of the ''niversity campus at College, woeld appear



to provide ideal space for a whole range of career and vocational-type courses,

while the University has apace on campus to take more students including those

who would pursue transfer-type community college work. With appropriate agree-

ments between University administration and proponents of the so-called Tanana

Valley Community College, the college could be in operation immediately, without

further addition of expensive facilities, as a part of the University of Alaska

at College. This is strongly recommended for it is believed that a significant

majority of the Fairbanks community would welcome the arrangement once the

possibilities are clearly understood. The arrangement would be similar to that in

Anchorage, and in Juneau where there are a number of non-credit and vocational

courses taught in downtown Juenau while college transfer and other vocational

courses are taught at the Auke Bay campus.

Since the original report was filed Alaska has moved a long way in its

appreciation and strengthening of the community colleges to make them the com-

prehensive type community colleges Alaska needs. The Alaska Association of

Community Colleges, which is still an informal association of the community

college directors, should receive continuous encouragement and the directors

individually and collectively should be called upon as often as possible to

provide information and other advisory help to the University.

The recommendation that the Community College Advisory Committees be

strenghtened is being carried out with good results.

The following paragraph found on page 212 of the original report seems

appropriate enough to be repeated here at this times

"There are advantages to a community college and to the University when

they are together on one campus. Two-year and technical and vocational programs

an: ilccessfully operated on university campuses in other states (increasingly

so:. Tt is found that the quality of instruction in the two-year programs is

iqpirrv:!ri through closer ties with other adltiities on the university campus,
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':canonry in housing of students and in providing classrooms and equipment that

can be used jointly with some other university departments are possible."

The recommendation that the institutes be increasingly utilized as partners

in the academic life of the University has not been as widely followed as was

contemplated when the recommendations were written, However, it is significant

that. the Geophysical Institute is introducing a degree program with the approval

of the faculty of the University, and it appears to be well-received throughout

the 'Jniversity. There is still much more that might be done through the use of

hii7hly-qualified personnel in the institutes where they can contribute teaching

and other services in the academic departments of the University. Collaborative

efforts of this sort proceed slowly, A good beginning already augers well for

the future,

The %-ecommendatien that the Board of Regents establish a graduate college

on each of thu two principal university campuses has not been accomplished;

however, this is one matter the University might better consider as a part of

its own study and evaluation looking toward the future which is just now getting

under way, The recommendation, we believe, is still valid, although the precise

name of the organization for the administration of graduate work may be something

other than nooller;e,"

It was suggested that the state skill centers which were being budgeted at

one point at nine dollars per year be a part of the community college

system, This matter should be studied by the University during its own self-

sturii and its `'endings made known throughout the state, If the University is

prepared to administer these centers through community colleges or through its

otatide services more economically than is now the case, it should be given

consichratIon for the future,

-o thr. 1:u:A of our knowled,-,e, the Eoard of Regents has given nn thouht

p..:sonnel policy ref;arriin- fLculty al rutircmont.r,

r .

-' I.
.1



The recommendation for the purchase of land from Alaska Methodist

University and fm: the enhancement of a consortium between the University

and Alaska Methodist University at Anchorage and the consortium between Sitka

Community College and Sheldon Jackson College in Sitka, each consumated by

written agreements, provide two consortiums that are working and which are

probably not duplicated pr(eisely the same way anywhere else in the United

Itates, An additional unique arrangement was effected by appropriate legislation

prov1l1n7 funds for tuition grants to students attending Alaska Methodist University

or :;heldon Jackson College in an amount sufficient to permit continued existence

and operation of the two private institutions for higher learning in Alaska,

and at the same time, the tuition grants are in amounts that can be justified

in terms of what it wouli cost the state to provide corresponding educational

opportunity through the University systwa, This is accomplished by 3 provision

that the tuition rirant to a student Is the tuition charged by the private

institution, less the fees charged by the corresponding state institution in the

sane community but not to exceed U,400. This is one of the best tuition grant

pro:7roms in the nation from the standpoint of assistance to the individual student.

Ono of the most important reeomerdations, recommendation XVI, pertaining

to launchinr, a major tAatewide study by principal administrators, deans, faculty,

and students of the University, to study the :*niversity, look ahead and establish

priorities for the future, was wisely left until the arrival of the new President

who has already established an appropriate steering committee that is rapidly

novin- ahoar! with the ov:anization for such a study and evaluation. The twelve

suestions can better be stated in terms of the charge to the steerinE

now -otting under way, The President and faculty alone arc in best

r,f) :on to determine now what specific directions swh a study should take, 7.roat

to hitter education in Alaska will result fro.% a vigorous pursuit of

ly, 4
7')



capiLl improvements, that were recommended as the last item in

the Init131 1,2port we.J.2 reduced in :weraIlamount, the Legislature has sub-

nequevtly made addit!.onal provision to obtain the most urgently needed .i'acilitios

on the list,

i zecond report, on hi ;her education in Alaska was submitted in September

1972, It concerned the situation in Anchorage primarily, This report made a

detoilol anllysis of the working consortium between the University of Alaska at

Anchor -e and Alaska Methodist University and of the legislation and working

proce'ares "or the aiiminlatration of the tuition grant program in Anchorage

and in "ZItka,

A third reuorti based primarily upon follow-up visits to Sitka, Collerco

and Anchora-o, az submitted in January 1973. It was concerned with an analysis

of conferences with all those participating in either of the two consortia

arramlements and steps that were being taken to improve working relationships

between the two partners in each consortium.

There Is much evidence of the essential soundness and validity of the

state system of higher education in Alaska. The system itself, and the

Lerislature, have been responsive to the need for change while preserving the

essential philosophy and organization of the University, created by the

Legislature and supported by the people of the state.

Another section of this report is concerned with a more detailed analysis

of '.he community college portion of the state system. We repeat our commendation

of the Board of Perents and the adminJetrators whom they have appointed to

develop the concept of the statewide system embodied in the constitution and

legislation, preserved and strengthened by successive Legislatures. It is a

struc'u.re within which institutions of initiative and pride in their own idenity

coul: ,!vol:e while, at the same time, there has been statewide coordination which

has: loci autonomy and uniqueness that is no essential in 1 state

4f



that probably rsquires a greater diversity of educltional programs than any

other state in the Union.

The need for better communications is still an urgent problem which the

%Ow untversity administration prIpoces to do something about, improved budgeting,

is more urgent than ever before, while better means of reporting and accounting

to the public are becoming increasingly necessary. Alaskans are justifiably

proud of their educational institutions, We still find enough mutual trust and

respect throughout the state to predict con tnued improvements as the system

matures in its service and accommodation to the somewhat unique requirements of

higher education in Alaska, Better cost comparisons and improved accounting

and lathering of information that are important in management are evident,

'A'e believe that, regardless of any federal requirements, the establishment

of a commission on post - secondary education for Alaska might still bo worth

consideration, If such a commission were to be established by statute, that

statute should very carefully provide for the representation on the commission

suggested in federal guidelines for the commission that was at one time proposed,

We refer to what had been known as the "1202 Commission," A bill drawn by the

Lerislative Affairs Agency incorporates our recommendations. The urgency which

was felt at one time because of federal funding programs apparently is no longer

prf-,!nt

It nust be empt,%sized that the proposed commission on post- secondary

education as recommended would be a coordinatinp body only, It would have none

of th powers of the Board of Regents of the University except those duties that

pertain to coordination and which extend beyond the concerns of the University

.6--lf, If the commission should also assume the duties of existini councils,

-Is the Council on Financial Aid, it would have authority over those matters,

no case wouli the commission coordirAte the e'forts of the Board of Regents

of - '!niversity with other educational a.grcies, e.<eept that the commission

may --luert certain kinds of information whiPh will -nAble them better to make
, ,

10
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recommeniations regarding such matters as the establishment of new educational

institutiom a'. new locations, etc. This seems to be the unique time in history

for the establishment of each a commission for decisions will be made during

the next few years affecting statewide higher education which would have

IrreversIble consequonces for the University and for she state.

Alaska's two private institutfons, Alaska Methodist Uhiversity and Sheldon

L'nekson Colleve, have become rathlr heavily involved in basic adult education

and rfsla'e4 comnity se,-vice programs. Y.ach of these institutions can justify

M071n.' info these areas which are not normally associated with the private

liber., arts college ard it may be presumed that the availability of federal

fund:t -o support such pie roans has had a great deal to do with encouraging the

InstitAltionp fo expand in the remedial, vocational, and community service

lireetwin, ''"nq fact that federal funds make these kinds of programs possible

In 'he private ins'itutions means that they are also as uncertain as is the

future of federal funding of such programs. They are rrograms that are highly

vulnerable to being left stranded without adequate support. Therefore, this

Manger must he taken into consideration in any long-range considerations of

these needs on a statewide basis.

Alaska is uniquely able to develop consortia, exchange of facilities, use

of and cross-registration of students between institutions. There

!F; a 'or carefill at.ention the development of librexy facill'ies.

P'il:1 are needed, '.Ley can In minimized by careful atto:;ftion to

.hplica'.ion of purchases, except in regularly used items, and the

qse of microforms. The use of inter-library loans is significant, !.ut

';.ti Vit! '70?0, flItors involved s.re more of a probl...m in Alaska than in

nos' .).her Ita'-s. Inter-library telecommunications services should be explored.



£)ttCATION I!! ALASKA

Thu state of Alaska developed a structure for hiflier education at the

outset that will in the long run probably prove to have many advantalles as a

moans of assuring statewide coordination and administration. The single

governing and coordinating board is able to bring about the development of

effectlee community collage services for the people of the state, coordinated

with the senior collo/40o, within the levels of funding available. By putting

all state-aided colleges and universities under the one state authority -

the loari of %lents - the structure thus prnvided should avoid costly

upitcation of rro4;rams,

The state needs a single educational authority with statewide responsibility

which :an lAetify the overall needs of the state and set priorities when needs

exoeql available resources, When community colleges are local inatitutions,

wi9lout state support, they often have great difficulty obtaining sufficien

Purls '.o pErmit them to develop procrams attractive to students or even to provide

more 'han a very limi,ted prof:ram. When there is no statewide responsibility for

com:TinIty colleges unproductive duplication of servl.:en and programs, and

sia-11 n pro,,:rum raps, tend to appear. Without some ktnc of statewide authority,

rn easy way to determine how well the needs f the people are being met,

Local prosnur-:s and political factors, rather than a carefully conceived overall

plan, .,f ten determine the development of community college programs.

The fear that a statewide system invites bureaucratic uniformity and control,

:t.iits freedom to innovate awl adap' elqcational ,roc-rams and services to

net, and is %leirx met, 1:*orcivr,,

and unique character of the American com hnnive comr.,!ity college.

*: r .!.er in no ntatewide syn'em, it has,n foun,' recessary to .:velop

4
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mechanisms for reviewing the budgets of all of the state colleges and universities

together before thoy are presented to legislative bodien.

The board of Regents can encourage the most efficient and effective use of

resources and mfAke a rational determination of priorities statewide. Equally

important, they can identify needs and represent the needs for the kinds of

earl/L.:es tne community college can provide before all those who are responsible

flr final appropriations. Without statewide coordination, there is generally a

need to limit the duplication of some of the more glamorous programs and to

encourage the development of less attractive programs that are needed. Actually,

the various units in a statewide system can avoid exhibiting an undesirable

uniformity that in often found among institutions as competitive independent

communly colleges, The State University and its Board of Regents must be alert

to the reeds for programs and services that are appropriate, first in the various

communities where the community colleges are located, and second in the state as

a whole. In this way, diversity rather than uniformity will be encouraged. Through

its regional organization, Alaska is, in a senses able to enjoy the best of two

worlds, for the regional administration should be more sensitive to local needs but

the provosts in turn coordinate their efforts through the State University,

The Sitka area is a good case in point, even though at this moment a more

systematic study should be made of the needs of students in that area.

In the entire field cf home and family life or child development, the

consor.ium at Sitka offers two courses, one in developmental psychology and one

in child development, which Sitka Community College gave for the first semester,

while for the second semester Sheldon Jackson College has scheduled "Marriage and

the Family," Courses such as meal management/foods, child nutrition and health,

consumer elucation, clothing/textiles, or home management, listed in the University

of Alaska catalor, are not available. This appears not to dovetail well with the

jaCK50r :;011fWel proeram, for their enrollmen of young womer is at an

all-':ne !limn and a '.Jr; consultant has indicated the ..coed for courses in these

3
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areas, There is some concern about the fact that the course in development

psycholory at Sheldon Jackson College corresponds quite closely in subject matter

with the course in child development at the Sitka Community College. We would

suggest that the consortium curriculum committee in Sitka consider such matters.

The President of Sheldon Jackson College has pointed out his concern that both

institutions seem to be pointing toward education for teachers and neither is

doing anything about the kind of education that young women, who will become

mothers, need. We commend these kinds of considerations to the committee for

consideration at an early meeting,

No one seems to know exactly what happens to graduates of the community

college or of Sheldon Jackson College. Some people look over the curricula

available and see what they describe as a need for additional home and community..

oriented courses. There should be courses concerned with family living and such

conventional home economics courses an would assist students in learning cooking

and sewing. Sheldon Jackson College has not gone into these areas because of

their intent to stay out of the vocational educational area in accordance with

their areement with the community college. Yet, the community college has not

seen fit, or been able, to introduce these courses either. This matter should be

studied locally and appropriate recommendations made to the consortium curriculum

committee.

A total of twenty-one students registered at Sheldon Jackson College are

taking courses at Sitka Community College for a total of ninety-one credits, and

one student !.F., carrying three hours without credit. This is equivalent to three

1.n1 t half full-time-equivalent students moving from Sitka Community College to

7),.)n Jackson College for their courses. Almost all of the courses taken by

'h,' 'ao!,nor Collere stwients at the community coll.pe are "typewriting" and

procedures.' On the other hand, students from litka Community College

an, 'ously enrolled in seven different courries

14 4
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Shifting our consideration to Anchorage briefly, we repeat an earlier

recommendation that sooner or later research activity must develop in Anchorage.

The recommendation that there be a research center; or institute, located in

Anchorage seems as important today as when it was made earlier, Careful planning

for the proper development of the University's overall prograft in Anchorage is

important now and wily become increasingly important in the years ahead.

Frogramwise it is recognized by the University administration that Anchorage

needs to plan for vocational-technical education of the sort that would have an

urban thrust. Located at one of the "crossroads of the world," it would seem that

the "niversity of Alaska at Anchorage needs to give increasing attention to its

international programs,

t'nfortunately, the problems incident to traffic flow about the campus in

Anchorage loom large in projecting ahead, say, for the 1980's.

Parkins; at Anchorage continues to be a major problem. It would seem that

there Is no alternative to revenue parking for Anchorage even at the grade level.

Currently, planning at the University assumes that approximately 17,":00 FT

students is the maximum number that could be accommodated at Anchorage and that

7,501 717. students at the community college would be as many as could be handled

there even on an extended schedule. So, looking ahead, those who are planning for

the future !'niversity find it necessary to think about alternate sites for future

commurIty college development in Anchorage.

Wile the rliversity of Alaska at College is expected to recover from the

temorary trot) in enrollment, especially if the Tanana Valley Community College is

estalished as an administrative unit of the !:niversity, it is not likely that the

"niversity of Alaska at College will experience the substantial future growth that

t a Anchorape,

Unlv.-rsIty LTA its plannin' and levelopment office are to be commended for

th ferwird plannir4. activities beim. pursued, especially in matters having to do

wIth budgetIrg 1rd wit phrlical plan and facilities Nr the years ahead.

0



One issue for which the state of Alaska has found no final definitive

answer is whether there should be a separation of the community college programs

from the vocational and technical programs. Nationally, the practice varies.

In Alaska some colleges include vocational programs of certain types. There are

also vocational schools operated independently of the community colleges and of

the "niversity. Some feel that this is necessary because they say University

faculties are reluctant to admit students, even to vocational programP, who do

not meet the usual admissions requirements for baccalaureateprograms. Also, some

I
believe that vocational programs will be poorly treated if they are a part or the

total University and that they will receive only leftovers of students and

financial support if they do not have a separate and distinct status apart from

the 7niversity.

On the other hand, more and more colleges and universities are including

vocational programs so that they have mixed student bodies with students enrolled

for occupational programs on the same campus along with those pursuing baccalaureate

work, Those who have had no experience with such a student mix sometimes express

the fear that the academic wcrk for those who go on to a four-year baccalaureate

degree would not have been of as high quality as it would have been if only

students intending to pursue the four-year degree had been admitted and allowed

to pursue lower division work together. We know of no evidence to prove the point.

It is also argued that professional snobbery makes it hard to get well-

qua]ified faculty members to teach the academic work in a vocational type r.chool.

One important advantage of the comprehensive community college, which

includes vocational ant career type work, is that students are free to shift

-leir objectives from one type of program to another. ! :any students just out

hlzh school either on their own, or often at the su,:gestion of parents and

()tn. rt decide to work toward a baccalau2Pae legrout !rid then discover they would

-r-fer a career or vocational type program. On the other hand, there are

te,!,!.., who start the work in a vocational program and then discove- that they

16
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would rather be taking a technical or professional program. The comprehensive

community college permits students to make the best choice of objectives

within their own individual set of circumstances. If they choose wcong the

first time, it then permits students to shift and pursue a more appropriate

curriculum. Where there are comprehensive community colleges that handle all

post-secondary education, much unproductive duplication of programs and facilities

as well as administration and services is avoided. It is especially important

in Alaska to note that a comprehensive institution of feasible size can be

operated in locations where the population is not sufficient to justify

separate institutions. Some people view a dual system of post-secondary

education as one that assumes that some occupations have greater worth and

dignity than others, which is contrary to the democratic idea and in no way

relates to the needs for services and manpower in a complex society.

For these seasons, we would recommend that Alaska work toward including

the entire range of occupational education needed by the state and by

those who are graduating from high school, but including vocational and

technical training in with the comprehensive community colleges, where these

exist, and even utilizing their administratl.ve help to serve communities

where.such colleges do not exist.

Comprehensl.ve commune -:y colleges can serve Alaska more effectively, and

better serve the needs of Jrhividual students, than two separate and distinct

systems, csDecially when each of them is uvierfinanc;ec, Within such an

institution students :an set their Oucatioqal goals and then change them

as they may declie to nave 1 to a fiffertant pro",-rain of study more in keeping

uith their objeztives, talents, aoi interests, 13611-4 able to do this wlthout

chanpinp: schuniL served to preser1,4:, aipnity of t':O, ;(J who shoulrl

wn1c-. ,oriety ht heL Lretitigious, it is

more i1Ke1y tat stir-te in R1:f!D ini.t".utJors wt;, 1:e

thKine, worn: tha*. 1c ,/)÷o ntPre!. and a:11.es, TL,

j
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academic excellence of traditional college transfer courses in the compre-

hensive community college can be just as high as it is in those that operate

separately without any vocationi;1 or technical programs. In fact, studies show

that there are no sirTificant differences in the quality of the transfer type

courses whether taken in the junior college or in a more broadly based compre-

hensive community college.

The very fact that some people tend to assign greater prestige to some

types of educational programs than they do to others may be an important reason

for providing them all in a single institution. This tends to prevent the

image of a class concept and invite its perpetuation.

A year ago, the Board made it possible for the community colleges to have

access directly to the Board through one of the University's chief administrative

officers. The vice president of the community colleges has been given a new

title which still permits him to represent the colleges directly at the Board

level, although it is likely that the regional provosts will work more closely

with the community colleges in each region.

At various times during public hearings, there has been testimony to the

effect that community college needs are under-represented to the Board of

Regents, and to those in the University who approve the initial budget request,

and finally to state legislative committees and legislators who are responsible

for state appropriations,

In Alaska the change requiring the University to exhibit a line item for

appropriation for each community college in its budget has helped tremendously,

even though this was violated in one instance. Such line items of appropriation

are adhered to regorously by rAgions, but a transfer within one of the rerions

resuled in serious criticism by a community college which interpreted the Board's

nstakin- something away from the college by trannferring, fund n to another

item exnense with in the r. egion, It would seem that nreservinr the to

19
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;";C:t? j dit:.in the reion can be useful, and a good thing, if better pro-

visions for carrying out the decision-makinr; process .Are instituted.

,t some of the heirin:s held Burin the past year, some con.munity

colle;ie Leuile h,ve e;t:Tes,;ed concern that if the community college is not a part

of an independent system of su:h colleges, there is a tendency for them to be

treated like the seconiary schools, or like traditional colleges qui univer-

:sitieJ, And they .;re neit.:er. It would seem that just as the 3oard of Regents

dele,tes th control over academic yrograms and policies to the administration

and faculty, the control of community college rrograms and policies and programs.

No one can know As well as the faculty how best to achieve the :istinctive iro-

.3ress of the community college. The co: munity colleti;e directors ,,nd their

fculties know that they must serve some stuients who are nut .ualified to 1,ursue

baccalaureate .r rams by teaching course:3 whose Frincii.al orientation is other

than "ure scholarshi. in the traditional academic disci!aines which m-et the

re. :uirernents for biccalaureete de rees. Those who fail to reco,snize that fact

miss the tint in establishinE; the comunity college in the first .lace.

el,ska is committed to the concei.t cf the community colle.:e as a part of a

inclusive system of .olt.secondery educat:en. The articul,ti.n of education

r.roTems of ail idni:3 desi,,ned to serve those who have ccci. leted hiijh school, or

tnose ive ro ;41 out pni who ere oiler, iermitn ilentificaticn of

the co:.musity co.leL,e tii t. oth:r university progr :un.s rather t,,,n dith the ,lement-

ary and second..ry .;cnocls. This gives the co,amunity coll e 71-eat:r .resti.7e

w?!1,:h tc ,tract .;t1.1.1ent._; .n their 1.1rents; also, becumes an e4ecially

e:.ement in the ;:enerel morale of faculty ind administrators. it

attracts better f -emo.r:;, ,n1 contributes to hi._her quality

perform.,nce in the co c.un.ty it if iientified with the :..niversity.



While there are examples of good community colleges that are independently

organized and operated, there seems to be a trend toward the Alaska arrangement

that permits the entire range of post-secondary effort from vocational and

technical courses through baccalaureate and graduate programs to be found

together in the same institution so that easy transfer from one program to the

other is possible, duplication of facilities can be avoided, and a sort of

mutual stimulation enjoyed. For similar reasons law schools and medical schools,

which have occasional post-doctoral scholars working in them, have preferred

to remain a part of a university where baccalaureate and professional school

candidates pursue their studies side by side on the same campus to the advantage

of both.

To sever the relationship of the community colleges with the University

might open up the possibility of including them with the vocational schools

under the State Board of Education, which already has the heavy responsibility

for elementary and secondary education throughout the state. This, we believe,

would not be desirable,

The University has strengthened the regional organization giving more

autonomy to the provosts over the institutions in their respective regions, so

that '.he community colleges are already receiving more of the services they need

from the university. They seem to be having more opportunities for input and

determination of their own destinies while at the same time they are more

effectively making themselves heard through their spokesmen to the Poard and

thromh their ability to respond more readily to their own local needs. Thus,

from the point of view of the University, in its approach to the Legislature,

thy, reional institutions strengthen the hand of the University infore the 'tate

ter-if.,11urk: in thereby assist the university in its *'rforts to obtain tivt rundr-

hay.! for 'he entire Vniversity.

A thir; point it appears that "nivorrity of AlarAa enjoyn e '.a-IC
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orGani:.Ationnl structure thit would seem to afford it the hichest probability

for the noximum of accompli:,hment and. service in the years ahead, subject to

41-lo mcf.ivoLlon, oapacitle3, ancl r.kills of administrators and faculties which

on: th,. primary determinants of success under ony type of administrative

organization,



HE Ur IVERSITY OF ALASKA AT COLLEGE

The University of Alaska at College has made gains In some respects,

held its own in some respects, while it has lost ground in others, The new

facilities, completed during the past year, and those under way currently have

already made evident substantial improvements on the campus, On the other hand,

faculty salaries at College are relatively no better than they were two years ago.

This low level of faculty salaries is one of the very urgent problems for

the University. On the AAUP rating at College, professors rank in category 3,

associate professors in category 1, assistant professors in category 1, and

instructors rank l,* The latter means that instructors are paid in the upper

five percent of all instructors in universities giving the doctor's degree in

the nation, while professors in category 3 are in the lowest forty percent of

professors nationwide. This distribution of ranks by categories shows the

response of the University to problems of employing competent, new peopll. In

order to bring in new faculty as instructors, a very high salary, relatively,

must be paid to instructors while those who have remained on the faculty, earning

their way up the ladder, are paid the lowest relatively. While these categories

are high in absolute terms, it must be remembered that no account is taken of

the differential in the cost of living in Alaska. If a forty percent differential

in the cost of living is taken into account, then Alaska's salaries would be

amonr, the lowest in the nation for universities that offer the doctor's degree.

This, too, is a matter of urgent concern to the new President. We can only

reconmend that the salary budget of the University be increased substantially

and that the University continue to study its own staffing problems to the end

that every possible means of income may be employed to permit prompt improvr:.

menta in the salary scale.
ar!...
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Tha academic credit hour and enrollment summary of the University is

of considerable interest ,a; it shows a total statewide increase in enrollment

for the fall of 1T1 over 19 -:' rf approximately three hundred students, while

the University of Alaska at Coll,:?!e shows a loss of two hundred thirty students

for the fall of 1973 in comparison with the enrollment one year earlier, The

table on the next m;e shows a comparison of fall enrollments for each of the

units of the University of Alaska for the past four years. The first column for

each year indicates headcount and the second column full-time-equivaYent students

for the f:111 semester. The figures of 1973 are actual except for Kenai and

the three regional centers, Their enrollments are estimates made just prior

to the time when their fall registration was completed, It is of interest to

note that of the 2,928 students enrolled at College, a total of 1,042 are

registered for fewer than twelve hours, The full-time-equivalent of the part-

time students is 265, giving a full-time-equivalent for the total campus enroll

ment of 2,119 for the fall of 1973.

There are 2,316 Alaska residents enrolled at College, while 555 students

come from other states and 57 from foreign countries, There are 144 students

enrolled of Eskimo origin, 119 Indian, and 17 Aleuts, The Alaskan students come

frnm 126 different cities, towns, and villages in Alaska, with Fairbanks leading

the list with 1,177 and Anchorage is third with 175, There are students from

every state in the union except Delaware and Washington, D. C. Nineteen different

foreign countries are represented in the University of Alaska at College this

year. It is of interest to note that of 434 high school graduates of the Fairbanks

area high school, 107 are enrolled at the University at College, while only 38

graduates of any of the Anchorage high schools are enrolled at College,

What is needed in Fairbanks, we believe, is a community college that is an

adnini:orative uni+ within the :Iniversity at Collee tut organized to rive better

th community-colle-type proKrams thrni.nhout the community, and

'3
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COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENT SUMMARY
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA (STATEWIDE)

SHOWING FALL HEADCOUNT AND FULL-TIMEQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT
1970 - 1973

1973

UNIT HC FTE HC FTE HC FTE He FTE

North Regional Center 434 102 427 98 839 159 1,002 190

University of Alaska at 2,681 2,187 2,958 2,417 3,158 2,535 2,928 2,237

College

Southcentral Regional Center 200 43 244 120 189 49 224 62

Anchorage Senior College 1,918 405 2,025 659 1,902 611 1,818 700

Anchorage Community College 2,501 1,370 3,666. 1,735 4,897 2,22? 4,880 2,448

Kenai. Community College 167 51 lb? 72 240 51 258 67

Kodiak Community College 151 49 157 42 115 35 178 53

Mat-Su Community 97 31 88 27 149 52 182 55

College

Kuskokwim Community College 14 2 4 dm so 81 32 164 48

Southeast Regional Center . . 89 14 189 23 216 32

Southeast Senior College 117 31 172 46 212 51 345 89

Juneau-louglas Community 126 64 203 99 244 72 317 121

College

Ketchiku Community College 120 42 133 50 151 44 150 55 ..

Sitka Community College 42 15 65 22 63 1? 60 21

TOTAL 8,568 4,392 10,394 5,401 12,429 5,958 12,722 6,178

24
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which should hive an appropriate dean or director to direct and administer such

programs,

The University of Alaska College already has a substantial community-

college-type program leading to the associate degree which began back in 1963

with funds provided through the Manpowoi Development Training Act, The two-year

proTram began as a twelve-month program that did not in the beginning lead to

the associate degree but, as funding tapered off, the University of Alaska

has cradually assumed more and more of the responsibility for the program and

made it a two-year associate degree program. These programs are noes totally

funded by the University.

A total of 330 students are now enrolled in ten different two-year programs

at College. They ar chemical science, computer information systems, con-

struction technology, early childhood development, electronics technology,

liberal arts, mineral and petroleum technology, police administration, science,

and office administration. Acept in name, then, the University of Alaska at

College has, in effect, a community college of 330 students plus an unknown

number of regular freshmen and sophomores who will not continue in the University

beyond two years. This makes it the second largest community-college-type

operation in the state,

1.10 stronely recommend the organization of the Tanana Valley CommpniLy

College as a unit of the University at College, utilizing the facilities

available at the Hutchison Adult Career Development Center as well as the

facilities available on the campus of the University of Alaska at College.

Such an expansion of the activities of the University will require additional

funding but at a level far below what would be required to build a now community

college from the rround up,

The "niverrity is in an advantaceous '1;osition conolder sucl. expansion

o: itr activities in view of its decline in enrollmen this yea:, This Irop



of seven percent does not appear to be the beginning of a trend in any sense,

and it is believed that the University's estimate of its fall enrollment for

1974 of 3,282 is realistic, However, if that figure is realized, the University

can still successfully manage the proposed new community college addition if it has

the additional funds for the necessary equipment and additional faculty and staff.

Alaska has consistently been low in its tuition and fees assessed both at

the University and in the community colleges. For the fall of 1973 the median

cost for tuition, fees, and board and room for residents at all of the state

universities throughout the United States if $1,644 while the mean is $1,671.

Alaska is next to the highest state in the union at 12,022 for all fees, board

and room for the in-state student.

!or the out-of-state increment assessed, the median nationwide for state

universities is 1900 and the mean is 3929. Alaska, at 3600, is tied for

seventh place from the lowest.

Thus, it would appear that Alaska could increase its in-state tuition

and fees and not be out of line with other state universities but that total

charges for room and board in Alaska are already quite high. This is probably

a reflection of the higher costs of everything in Alaska since room and board

charges ordinarily cover the actual costs of the services rendered.

When the total of the fees charged an out-of-state student are approximately

equal to the per student cost of education, the number and percentage of such

staients enrolled should be of no major concern.

Definitions of residency status should be the same, and should be similarly

interpreted, by all elements of the University - community colleges and at the

Anchorage and College campuses alike. Out-of-state tuition should be equal by

educational level throughout the University. This i not now the C4Se.

It 3h01.114 never be forgotten that a certain nutO.,er of out-of-state students

rrn7le,! in the *,'niversity Is a goof! thing, and in v.ry campus out-of-state
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stiblents can eor-iv'el in many ways to the celtural exchanre that is an

important eleeee e !-4 education and there are oleo values for the state

in hAvine 'il3itor: from o:c- tes fiperfi year or more as students in Alaska.

Ir f(.r th'r owN ,rka's s'_udents should be discoureeud from

receivtne all 2' 'ns'i.r .!erreelt, t ,chelor'.., master's, .ant doctor's degrees,

from the same institu:101.

iiowever, he ::nivecsity v Alai 1 by Alaska taxpayers primarily

'e rier ve Alaskans, and enrolim-nt patter, ..st be maintained consistent with

that banic purpose. This should result in students from all of the states, and

from nther countries, being enrolled in the University, but probably not to

exceed twenty percent in senior college and rot to exceed ten percent in any

community colleee, Mese percentages would vary with the definition of residency,

so that as the requirements for residency arc increased, the percentage of out.

of-state residents enrolled should normally decrease, Where interutate reciproca'

efrreements exint between the ',!niversity of Alaska arA universities in other state::

the students involved should not be included in the computation of the out-of-

state ratio, It is recommended that the out-of-state fee be adjusted upward

as the most effective, and appropriate, means of limiting out-of-state student

percentaees, and hence, the subsidizing of non-Alaskan students by Alaska tax-

payers.

The "niversity of Alaska needs very much to strengthen its Werra'

communicasioel, ?otter diasemlnatinn of information could possibly save travel

by making some meetinpn unnecessary and could save tremendously in misunder-

standings and sometimes consegent excessive concern caused by lack of informatior

The new Prestdent of the !:niverelti of Alaska hasp shown 'hat he recognizes

many problems faced by the University, anti he Max already set about to concern

w:th ha.:; Annr,c,1 'ha' he entir .1q,niiY will

onga,0 ir t svitelati sel's-st-,!y which 14:11 not s' with a lackward, but



which will be primarily concerned with a look ahead and with the development

of plans for the future. Such a study, he rightly says, must involve every-

one associated with the University in one way or another. He expects many

people to be involved and to be concerned about accountability to the Legislature

and to the people of the state and with the very important problems of

communications within the University itself as well as all those who support

the University. The study, he says, must be concerned with problems of finance

and the utilization of the resources alloted to higher education by the state

so as to achieve the maximum possi)le benefits from the limited funds available,

Moreover, the University serves the state, and it, therefore, must continuously

furnish manpower and know-how as these may be needed by the state, both in

governmental and in private enterprise.

The steering committee that will direct the proposed study has been called

the Academic Development Plan Committee (ADPC). Included in the membership of

the Committee are four members selected statewide, three from the south central

region, three from the northern region, one from the southeastern region, and

a student reprosentativ' The President explained that the term "academic

development" includes the three major functions of a university - instruction,

research, and public service - as well as supporting services. He went on to

explain that the Committee would be expected to prepare a statement of goals or

purposes for the statewide system. That is, he expects the Committee to develop

a format for the collection and presentation of data concerning programs from

all units of the statewide system in conformity with their goals and purposes,

arrange for the collection of a wide variety of statistical data about the

University, serve as a hearing committee where units of the statewide system

may nresent their academic development plans and programs, arrange and conduct

public hearings both within and outside the Vniversity family on aspects of the

plan as they develop in draft form, and prepare the final draft of .he academic
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development plan for publication and dissemination to all interested persons.

He announced that the plan should reach final form by early 1975.

The University will al:;o going through the process of self-study

looking toward an accreditatiop review visit, The President explained that the

preparation for the accreditation visit will be primarily retrospective and

minimally prospective, while he expects the ADPC Study to be almost entirely

prospective, It is interesting to observe that the President anticipates that

diverse views on the scope and purposes of the University will emerge, but he

expects that the "shared traditions of reason and mutual respect will dominate"

and enable the committee to come out with a reasonably acceptable concensus

as a compromise academic development plan.

The President says that this will be a"major document of the institution" -

hopefully a "strong guide" for the future of the University. Being developed

by University personnel, it should have the support of key people who will be

responsible for carrying out the provisions of the report.

The President's challenge is a serious ones it will involve a tremendous

amount of work and planning, but clearly the future success of the University of

Alaska as a system will depend upon some such general academic plan covering

classroom teaching, adult education, extension, and everything the state attempts:

to do through its University. The new statewide plan will need to incorporate

more autonomy for the regions and for the institutions within the regions. There

must be more help and support and coordination (but not necessarily more contr5!)

provided from the statewide level.

At Fairbanks the need for an institutional self-study for the forthcoming

accreditation visit was discussed. The vice president for academic affairs is

conscious of the neLl for a plan for higher education looking toward the fp1.7e

and for the necessity to have a satisfactory data base, which would he as

uniform as possible for the various units in the University of Alaska, with

29



exceptions and uniqueness to be provided for, in the collection of data.

Any statewide plan should provide for increasing autonomy for the regions

and for institutions within the regions. Institutions need more help and support

and coordination (not control) from the statewide level. The statewide

instructional council, operating in conjunction with the three separate regional

councils, is already demonstrating that their creation was a wise move. The

decision last September that new programs should be a regional matter rather

than having to go back to the campus at College, has received wide acceptance.

Some thought is being given to the need for programs to train vocational

teachers. This matter should be studied and probably should be an element to

be included in a. future statewide plan.

The UniVersity is looking at its interdisciplinary programs at the master's

and doctor's degree levels. Clearly, by comingling basic strengths in several

related areas, the University is in a unique position to develop strong inter-

disciplinary programs such as the one developed in the Geophysical Institute.

Considers ion is being given to curricula in expressive therapy, such as art

therapy, music therapy, etc. Systems science is a new approach. The graduate

school at the University has been described as "somewhat free-wheeling." This

can be gbod'in a time of rapid change and in the academic community which is

almost always essentially conservative. There are 2,300 graduate students in

the University now, most of them part-time, who will in the future be attracted

.o ',he developments that are possible through close collaboration across

departmental and discipline lines.

?'embers of the 7:oard of Regents will need to think carefully about how a

community college is organized as a unit of the University - aay the Tanana

''e11. v r;ommunity College as an administrative unit at College. What is done

thmr! could become a model for the state (and for o' )er states, ton, for that

mar). It probably would not be wise to attempt o establish the community

:P
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college as a unit of the University with its own faculty enrolling all of the

students In the University for the first two years, This has been tried else-

where and generally the faculty members in such a division are neither happy

nor long contented and successful in their efforts, Members of the faculty in

a department, say English, want to associate with all of the members of the

faculty in the English Department at the University, Seldom is an instructor

happy being appointed to teach freshmen and sophomores alone, Some administrators

feel that even senior professors in a departmentneed to have some contact with

freshmen in the classroom, The senior professor can contribute much by teaching

at the junior college level himself, and he in turn should inspire future

majors for the department, Over and above giving inspiration to students to go

beyond the first course in the discipline he is teaching, he too learns much

from beginning students struggling with the elements of the discipline,

At the top administrative levels, collaboration and innovation appear to

be welcome, It is recognized that more needs to be known about what other

universities are doing, There needs to be better Internal communications also,

There is a. recognized need for organizing the people in a department, or an

area, throughout the state in such a way as to stimulate improved ccmmunications

and informed discussion as well as a division of labor,



THE RESEARCH INSTITUTES AT COLLEGE

The new President of the University of Alaska has already indicated his

desire to have the Institutes associated with the University, and devoted

largely to research, become more involved in teaching, and, wherever possible,

the teachers in the various academic departments of the University will be

encouraged to participate wherever it is feasible in their programs of work

and have their students engage actively in work with the Institutes.

As an example, the Geophysical Institute hat introduced an innovative

experimental degree program in geophysics this year, The Institute has

inaugurated an external degree program for students who have completed the

baccalaureate degree with a strong background in one or more of the principal

disciplines of physics, geology, applied mathematics, ihemistry, or a branch

of engineering, and they may work toward the master's or the doctor's degree,

each of which requires a substantial thesis in addition to other requirements,

or their equivalents, to be met. It is intended that there should be maximum

flexibility in the external degree programpand students with a wide range of

backgrounds and interests will be considered. The principal concern of those

directing the work is to maintain a problem-solving approach and, wherever

possible, generate atypical thesis subjects. The principal guardian of the

standards required for the degree will be an advisory committee which will

help design and approve an individual program of study and research according

to the primary needs and interests of the student.

It is significant that only a small number of Alaska's natives persist

to the baccalaureate degree, and none have taken the degree in a basic science.

'or this reason, the Geophysical Institute at. the University has developed a
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science interest program for rural Alaskan students which provides scientific

field trips to Washington, D. C.o Boulder, Colorado, and San Francisco. A

trip to Washington provides them opportunity to tour the nation's capital

and visit the Smithsonian institution and attend a session of the Anerican

Geophysical Union Conference, In Boulder, they tour the National Center for

Atmospheric Research, the National Bureau of Standards, and visit the campus

of the University of Colorado. In San Francisco, they visit Sonoma State

College and see re%tron activation analysis and mass spectroscopy as applied to

environmental questions and also they can see work going on in low temperature

phsycis.

The object is to introduce rural native Alaskans to the meaning of science -

computers, astronomical telescopes, liquid helium equipment, etc. - and

demonstrate the various aspects of science, and, hopefully, make it possible

to ultimately recruit graduate students and professional scientific personnel

from the rural 2skimo and Indian populations.

The University is to be complimented for these unique beginniw's of a

breakdown of the often imaginary barriers that shield the Research Institutes

from all else that in going on around the University.

Those associated with the Geophysical institute consider graduate training

an integral part of the total responsibility of the Institutes. 'Mlle their

teaching load is light, the supervision of individual research, training

graduate students in the techniques of observation and analysis and encouraging

them in their scholarship and creative activities all involve a great deal of

time, The Institute currently provides approximately thirty research assistant-

ships to graduate students thereby providing financial support through federal

and state sponsored research projects of the InstItue while studen's are canary,

their master's or doctor's degrees, Sometimcl grailu;)',1 appointment:1 arc awarded

in association with othrir Psearch Institiltea of th& "niversity fol cross-

4
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disciplinary studies that afford special training for future careers in the

North. A few post-doctoral fellowships are also available.

Most of the senior staff of the Geophysical Institute hold faculty rank

in one of the academic colleges and actually do some lecturing in the departments

with which they are associated, e.g., physics, geology, mathematics, and

engineering.

The external degree program, approved in May 1973, is restricted to

geophysics, geology, geochemistry, and certain branches of engineering and

environmental science. The program is sponsored by the Division of Higher

Education and Science of the National Science Foundation. There is no residence

requirement, and the candidate may complete requirements for a degree while

employed full-time so long as he has the opportunity to do research along with

his employment, he has the resources that are required, and he obtains the

endorsement of his employer.
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ALASKA t'ILTRODIST ulavasIrt

Alaska Methodist University has a number of interesting programs and new

developments this year, The University has adopted a policy whereby adminis-

trators all teach at least one course, This is an economy measure, but it is

also designed to enable administrators to maintain closer contact with students,

Reports indicate that administrators enjoy their additional responsibilities

as teachers, Soma new faculty members have boon appointed with unique and

interesting qualifications. Included are a ,:ome Eskimo who has a master's

degree in education from Harvard, He will teach in the area of intercultural

studios and serve as coordinator of the Center of Intercultural Studies at

the '!niversity, The new coordinator of the Center for Health Services, who

holds a doctor's degree from California, also teaches nursing. Last year

during the January interim terms, scheduled it Alaska Methodist University

and Meldon Jackson College, each institution employed a professor from the

other institution to teach. This apparently is the first such exchange, and

both institutions say they have benefited,

Last year, in fact, on January 1, 1973, AMU established a now format

to structure its academic pro7;rans around four major area:: as follows;

1. ".enter for Native Studies

2, Con: for Environmental Studies

3, Center for Health Sciences

4, Center-Oriented Liberal Arts Studies

%tiding on the concept of four centers is a matter the University

Presllent anal faculty expect will require aisle year; for cot ple and final

devflopmers, It is difficult to a3eertnin this point just how far the
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academic program of the University is affected by the new concept or what

changes are actually being made,

The tuition -grant program has been of inestimable value to the students

who attend Alaska othodist University, Almost all of them take advantage of

it, and the University people probably consider that the very survival of the

institution has depended upon it, The President and other institutional

re;vesentatives never fail to express their appreciation of that fact.

The requirement that the institution raise 22.5 percent of its operating

budget from private gifts seems high in view of the experience of the University

the past year and in view of the fact that the major private universities in

the nation receive only 20.3 percent of their total expenditures from private

gifts. In a recent publication by the Association of American Universities,

there is a table showing that private institutions around the nation receive,

on the average, 11,6 percent of their annual income from private gifts. Public

institutions receive but 1 percent, and they receive 14,6 percent of their

income from student tuition and fees while private institutions receive 45,3

percent from student tuition and fees,

I:any people associated with AMU feel that inasmuch as the tuition-grant

program is boned upon the concept of providing aid to students to enable them

to pay the excess of tuition at the private institution, over the amount they

would pay if they attended the state institution in the same community, it

follows that the state should be concerned only with the quality of the education

the student gets at the private institution, not with the sources of its support.

Accordingly, these people would like to see the requirement that ALU raise at

least 22.5 percent of its operating expenses from private sources dropped

entir(!ly, It apn :arn that i recomideration of the requirement an or the

procedure for approving the instittion for .he rec-ipt of state funds needs
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further exaadl; 'on, tie would suprort dropping the requirement that Alaska

Methodist Unive. .ty must raise any certain percentage of its operating

expersen in orOer thlt who enroll there may receive a tul'Ion erant.

Assiltlnce to individual students should not depend upon private gifts to

Aom the point of view of the people associated with Alaska Methodist

University, the consortium between AMU and UAA is working quite well. A total

of 259 UAA students are enrolled at AMU for a total of 954,5 semester hours

of credit. Cn the other hand, a total of 120 AMU students are enrolled in

UAA courses for a total of 313 semester hours. Thus, the University utilizes

AMU for instruction more than AMU depends upon the University by a ratio of

3:1. In visiting the faculty and students on both campuses, one feels a bit

more 59,,tisfaction with the arrangement among those associated with AMU. This

is partly explained by the difficulties of communication throui;hout the

University of Alaska and partly because it has enabled Alaska Methodist Universit,

to achieve a hit nore of economy in its operations which is very essential to

them at this tima.

The Alaska Methodist University budget for the current fiscal year shows

a decrease in current operating expenses for the first time in the last six

years. In fact, if estimated income is realized, and, if budgeted operating

expenses are not exceeded, the University should this year have an operating

balance of 2,P,00 on June 30, 1974. As of this writinr., the various economy

measures, including having qualified administrators also teach and other

economies, would indicate that there is a chance that the University can balance

its budget this year. Regardless, however, if there is a deficit, it should not

approximate the magnitude of each of those for the rant four years. However,

lookin7 ahead, to achieve its avowed mission Alaska Methodist UniverniV must



find additional substantial sources of revenue for the coming years, This

will be necessary oven to survive,

A perusal of the Cctobur 1973 issue of the Alaska Methodist University

Bulletin gives something of the range and scope of the program and activities

and services of AMU,

A front cover article concerns the announcement of the gift of a 780-acre

farm to the University by Board member Ms, V, Louise Kellog, who, in making the

gift, stipulated that the land may not be sold and must remain intact and

undivided, ro more than half the acreage may be °leered, and the remaining

part must be loft in wilderness state. The announcement refers to the land as

the "flow Kellog Campus," The farm produces some oats and peas for saw along

with some brome grass and vegetables, The University indicates that there are

no definite plans for use of the farm at this time but that it can be used in

conjunction with environmental studies and for courses in geology, ecology,

wildlife manarement, and biology,

The Bulletin contains an article announcing the Carnegie Corporation of

New York grant to AMU designed to help the University improve the educational

opportunities open to Alaskan students, The grant first provides for an assess.

ment of existing evaluation materials and then the development of new ones

oriented toward the Alaskan population which it is claimed should be evaluated

using different techniques than those provided by the usual standarized tests

and evaluation procedures, The second component of the grant provides for the

design of a program of tutoring and counseling to give faculty members and

counselors the skills and sensitivities they need to communicate and relate to

the Alaska population. Finally, the third part of the grant is for curriculum

development, The niversity plans to study the educational needs of Alaskans

and the limitations of the traditional academic coursework in order to determine

othPr avenues the. would speak more directly to the needs of the A]lskan student.



Anri.her announcement concerns the graduation of thirteen nuref con-

stituting the first four-year class from the School of Nursing and the expect-

ation to (:ralu:LtiJ tidrly-one r,tudents th14; year fron the school.

An article refers to the University's now directions taking shape as a

result o: faculty, administration, and 'staff re-examination of goals, methods,

and ideas, It is suggested that the University is to be remade in a form

;Mich will allow it to function more effectively in nocting the needs of

Aliokans than traditional higher education is able to do now. It is pointed

out that emphasis is upon thorough understanding as a basis and careful

design a4 the process; whereby now curriculum forms and content can ho developed,

The Bulletin announces a. new program under way called University Year

for ,:tion (UYA), This is an extension of ACTION, a federal program whec

to _tented people work in underprivileg(d areas, The University's program would

combine ACTION volunteer work with college studios to allow students valuable

experience in the field and participation in activities designed to make 'he

world a bettor place, There are forty-three students involved in this program.

Each has made a twelve .month commitment, working unler a supervisor and an

advisor who are faculty members seeing to it that the year's activiqes combine

academic work with field experience after which the students receives credit and

during the year oe has received a living allowance, The procram coven; a ,road

range of experience - six students are working with the Public Mfondor's Office

on case research; one to improve patient/administration communication the

Anchorage rativo : :edical Center; three are counseling, at the FocIll "..wlornent.

Center; two at the State Hunan Ri;,,,hts' Comnirsion rsoaching can, of lis-

crinination; one is in Nome workiw. with the Norton -oun4 1:ealth one is

an arnintan4 In t.hr. office; ro.rs working' with t:.,! Anchora,-o 'In!rict

help!ns solvo olencntary slylents' pretloiin thp lovell

.41th Al3c%) Thildrc.n q..rvIconi a. wf) wyrk peoplt, hhi hive a V;'.! .17 or !Ir-
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abilities at the Alaska Treatmont Center; one is in rairbanks with. the Head

Start Program: and, one is at the Anchorage Industrial Opportunity Center,

The Alaska Nothodist University annt,lnces a number of intorestinc types

of llucational experiences pro?ided during the spring four-week Intoneivo

lt,t0y Term for 1273; a visitiv professor of sociology took twenty-throe students

to Swoden whore they stayed In Swedish homes and shared their own i.laskan

heritage, er-r,..iencinz ;.:11: land an? its people, and, in general, took a look

at the country's cultu7.: and history, Two other professors took a group t

the rcwih-e..4 viniting the band Canyon for a week, then they split up, one coin-

4.1 Zion an:! "/ryce Canyon rational Parks and she Lake Powell area and the

Cottonwood Canyons to sty unique geoloj.cal features, concluding with a

.rip down 'he Iolorado River, The other group of biologically oriented

stulen7-1 went to Arizona any Mexico to obs;erv© desert biology and on to Mesa

'brie to study the relationship between iesort ocolefly and the Indians who

live there,

Anoth,Jr !weessor took four studentsto noarby Nikolaevsk, a Russian

setlenent in Alaska, where they studied a lifestyle of croat interest and

charm hfirkinc back to preindustralized days, The students stayed In tents

(!et'In7 a taste or Alan%an outdoors while they looked in upon this preserved

bit of old russian culture,

A chenirtry profen2or took six student: to Vancouver Island for a

rptAAnkin,. (rave expedition, Their hosts were members of the

island's Inve %xploring Troup made up of University of British Columbia graduates,

"niversIty of nctoria students, and local cave explorers. They learned about

unf'---7-c.in! exploration, cave f!eolory and biology, and cave conservation. Two

!:J! r, 1,7 7rr.:.!-;or:. n tour around Japan where

lwre .) lt first-h;,r ! experierce of ".4 traditions, eulture, and

hir-n-y an wel ar the contomr.orazy lifesty:o of .14 vn which, like Alaska, plays
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an important role in the development of interaction along the north Pacific

rim,

711:fte twm ',1t.roe courses ba wd upon outdoor recreation, and all.er a week

on campus learning the use of outdoor equipment and studying the territories

they would visit, they went out into the mountains, tide-flat areas, lakes,

rivers, etc" learning, through merience, to appreciate those areas ,y.nd the

necessity for their preservation. A class of ten students went with al instructor

to learn mountaineering while another class was organ' led to teach kayak travel,

After Alsska :c!.nodist University had announced cancellation of its ski program,

an anomymous donor made a grant of :40,000 for the expense of the 77rogram

(to 1-e reinstated) subject to the ability of the institution to raise 1;120,000,

which the institution is attempting to do, and the Tresident and his staff feel

confident that the goal will be reached.

That same Pulletin announces a grant from the U. 5, Office of ::causation

to explore the possibilities of N7roperative education in Alaska. The grant

permits research and planning to discover the kinds of cooperative education

appropriate for Alaska and how to implement such a pr'. ram to permit a student

to combine regular academic work with on-tho-job 3xporionce that is related

to his study,

?inelly, there is an announcement of a seminar being offered this year

through the Center of Intercultural Studios designed to explore Russian culture

through the window of the Russian Orthodox Church, The seminar w'_11 include

travel to centers in Alaska where early Russian cultural influence In still

strong and a 5_x -week study tour to the soviet Union. The seminal will include

discussions and study of theatre and film, at mu:, is, language aLl literature,

politics, economics, the Church, art, media, history, arl ethnorrt!'.

purpose is to study Russian cultural developww.t as whole rather t;cul in

piecon. This is announced as another endeavor at. A' :.:aka MethodW 'nlvert;ity
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to develop an academic program relating to Alaska's unique cross-cultural,

social environment and bring students into direct contact with their world.

This somewhat detailed analysis is intended to present a brief review of

something of the spirit and direction of Alaska Methodist University, and it no

doubt will be of interest to many people who will recognize a quite different

approach than that exhibited by the usual four-year liberal arts college.



THE CONSORTIA AT ANCHORACS AND SITKA

The consortium between the University of Alaska at Anchorage and Alaska

Methodist University seems to be developing into a reasonably comfortable state

of mutual accommodation to the necessities of the stated objectives of the

arrangement, Cross-registration is working smoothly and satisfactorily so far

as can be determined. There is little exchange of use of facilities. However,

there are conversations going on between the administration and faculty of the

two institutions and communications between them appear not to be strained,

The director of the consortium feels that there should be a corporate body

representing the two universities and including their respective heads, which

could pursue vents more effectively than is done at present, This problem is

not new here, and it has been resolved elsewhere through close communication

and participation in grant applications by the respective chief administrators

of the two institutions involved, Administrators tend to see any type of ,ingle

corporate body having authority over two or more colleges or universities as a

threat on both sides, The consortium in Anchorage suffers more from incidents

involving acceptance of credits and securing permission by a student in the

University of Alaska to take a major that would involve his completing most of

hid courses in the major field at Alaska Methodist University. This problem can

probably be worked out, but it is not a true and complete consortium when a

student can be blocked by anyone in either institution because the courses he

needs and must have for a major are only available in the other, and the

institution from which he wishes to receive his degree will not accept the

necessary number of such courses toward the student's major, (Even at the

expense of having the student transfer to another institution.) This kind of



incident is mentioned because it has been reported. The Deans and others who

are involved with making such decisions have agreed that they can work out a

better ai-roneement more in keeping with the true spirit of the consortium and

so that students will not suffer.

The consortium committee has a continuing task that should not be neglected

through failure of the committee to meet. By October, there has been no

consortium committee meeting during the previous three months. It would seem

that during the registration period there would be many topics needing consider-

ation by the consortium committee if it is functioning at its highest. In fact,

this would be appropriate forum for discussion of any problems encountered

by majors in one of the institutions who would be taking most of his work in the

major field at the other institution.

In Sitka the consortium appears to be working out satisfactorily although

cross-registrat4on is not very extensive. Probably one of the most noteworthy

developments in Sitka is the new library being built on the campus of Sheldon

Jackson College and which will be used also by the Sitka Community College.

The new buildinr. is prePxessing rapidly and will contain facilities for various

media and, in every respect, it will be a. fairly complete media building, except

that within a few years there will be a shortage of space for books. Hopefully,

any future addition to the building can be made without major change in its

interrel-oPperallon or 7rranccmcnt, The new administration building is progressing

also on the canpu.7. of Sheldon Jackson College. One of the hopeful portents for

the future Is the fact !hat negotiations axe being conducted between the two

instiWtions with reference to a suitable location for the new community college

buildlnr. Plans seem to he cryst(1,117:ing around a site adjacent to the main part

of ti:. "%rr w1,1 .1.ich will on land to Le purchased

by :3tato fro7.1 i,e1:1ort :7nckson College, The site Is near the location for the

new Petrol School ",tildin:!,

Ley
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One of the suggestions that hab come to our attention is that in a

situation like the one in Sitka, where there is a community college and a

private college or university, it would greatly facilitate communications,

and undoubtedly contribute to batter relations between the two institutions,

if the local cozunutiity college advisory committee would invite the president

of the private institution to meet with them - at least periodically, In

Sitka the president of Sheldon Jackson College has no contact with the local

community college advisory committee. The president of Sheldon Jackson College

enjoys excellent relations with the University of Alaska and with the provost

in the southeastern division. However, better communications between the

community college and Sheldon Jackson College should be one of the goals of

the consortium. The University utilizes qualified faculty from Sheldon Jackson

College to teach graduate courses.

The status of the community colleged should be appropriately recognized

by making the advisory committees statutory bodies, In so doing it would be

well to include the president of the local private college or university, if

any, as a non-voting member of the advisory committee so that he would have

the privilege of attending the meetings of the body.

As an illustration of the importance of better communications in Alaska,

there have been three grants made independently to three different groups to

accomplish what seemed, in the beginning, to be essentially the same things

(1) The Carnegie Corporation announced a major grant to Alaska Methodist

University for "improvement in the quality and quantity of education for natives

who have not been equipped tn handle their sudden transition from a subsistence

economy to modern, big business operations. ." In the grant application there

were comments about the need for managerial experience and training and education

for natives to better menage their wealth; (2) The Nellog Foundation announced

an even larger grant to the University of Alaska "to help Alaska natives acquire

45
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the skills needed to manage their own increasingly complex affairs in a

time of rapid social and economic changel" and (3) The North Slope Borough

started a program to meet precisely the same objectives using Anchorage High

School and the Community College and taking some new students who had just

arrived at Iheldon Jackson College from Barrow. It happens that in this

instance these three grants should not interfere with each other extensively,

but, it is unfortunate that there is no good means of communication now

that would prevent serious duplication of effort and resources and limit

subsequent desirable cooperation. The University will need help from all of the

other organizations in Alaska in the administration of the Kellog Grant of

V67,000 to be augumented by University funds to Give a total of one million

dollars, which is intended to be used to encourage and assist in the recognition

and development of leadership skills among Alaskan natives.

Presently in Alaska it could easily happen that various different

organizations could be seeking grants to do essentially the same thing, at

the same time, with the same people, when there should be overall communication

and coordination. In addition to the above grants, Sheldon Jackson College

received federal funds for the training of personnel in education in the

schools that are serving Indian children in Alaska.

There have been some complaints that University "Statewide Services" does

not sf!em to originate at one center and then spread out over the state

uniformly. The problem is in the development of each region with certain

autonomous regional controls over post - secondary educntion throughout the region.

!Then this matter has been discussed with some of the regional administrative

reorle, they ins/at that "Statewide lervices" will in fact serve "statewide"

:Jr!! any problems in the past are on the way to a sol..ion. It was :ven pointed

out t.tl lecentralization of the recistrax's offices could at times create

n N4causo credits 1.!cone associate4 vith a retcon, It is believed that

'h!r« criticisms and (sometimes) minor iraations ar merely the l'iction



Some of the problems at Sitka still persist and no doubt will for some

time. The Community College, with the concurrence of the Regional Provost,

finds it difficult to accept the Native Studies Program being run by Sheldon

Jackson College, as a full collegiate program and give full academic credit for

it, It is a developmental program for natives. They feel that it io a useful

and valuable program but that they would not be justified in giving as muuh

credit as Sheldon Jackson does for the work done, A step forward was recently

taken with the appointment of a consortium curriculum committee of represent-

atives from both Sheldon Jackson College and Sitka Community College. It is

necessary that the representatives of the two institutions plan their curricula

together.

Another friction point is Sheldon Jackson gives sixteen credits for the

Police Academy program while the University will allow only a maximum of nine

hours for it, depending upon the purpose for which the student intends to use

the credits. It would seem that the representatives of the two institutions

might agree upon a fixed number of hours of credit to be assigned, leaving it

to the appropriate deans in the University as to how many units of credit would

be applicable to each curriculum.

Institutions like the University tend to be degree-oriented while often,

in dealing with native populations, a more non-traditional approach is needed.

The situation at Sitka illustrates a continuing problem in Alaska, Some-

one should have overall coordination and responsibility for all post-secondary

education. In the case of the vocational-technical courses above the high

school level, there is often not a clear delineation of responsibility. School

districts should have responsibility for all academic programs from kindergarten

throlet !Trade twelve, The University might well be s;iven the responsibility for

all work above grade twelve. Presently, adult education in Alaska is up for

rral,s, and what has worked in the past does not seer likely to work as well, or
r,

to Improve as it must, in the future. Alaska4has o, t.rown the syst.tm,



polffn or cilqr which, under the capable leadership of University personnel,

will sore lyo ironei out.

At the ree'l rig' -,-Irunity colleen diree!ors held in Sitka, there was

coneiderable .1Iecienicn of thk:, ;CM' for a new ani revised community college

act which w' 1r LetL.er indicate the criteria for the establishment er community

colleccs; better procedures for funding, eonmunity colleges, as indicated else-

where in thin report; a clearer definition of the role of community college

idvisory committees, even giving them statutory status; the governance of

community collages; and their articulation with other agencies, especially

eeet-necondasy agencies in the region and school districts.

Another serious concern of the community colleges, and, indeed, of all

those intcrented in vocational-technical education throughout the Vat° is a

matter of :unling vocational-technical programs that are offered at community

collwes. Presently, much of the funding of vocational-technical programs in

the community colleges is accomplished through the %vision of=Vecational

Aucation where much of the state support for such programs is funneled through

to the community colleges. This is a matter that deserves much serious

conniieration looking toward a more stable method of allocating resources to

the community colleges for their vocational-technical programs. It would seem

that the T'niversity could handle this aspect of the funding of the community

colleges in exactly the same way as is done for the academic programs and that

it all should be handled together. The !Iliversity's Office of Planning and

7evelopment has been directed to present a proposal to the community college

directors at their next meeting - probably in February. If a better plan for

funding the total program of the comprehensive community college can be wcrked

out, It would ereatly enhance the efforts of the community college irectors

'hnIr facu/elon in the ceeeeeIties .ey ire #n nerve,
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The provost in the southeastern region has indicated that the region sight

well be divided into throe areas by the 56th and 58th parallels on the sap.

Then he plans to have the Iitka Community College director responsible for

the Community College in Sitka and for extension courses and centers, if any,

throughout the region between the 56th and 58th parallels. This would include

Petersburg, Wrangell, and Angoon. Such an extension of responsibility of the

Community College can be very important in justifying continued need for

the Community College at Sitka.
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ALASKA'S COMMUNITY COLLEGES

The community colleges of Alaska share in the growth of the most dynamic

happening in higher education today, for they include college transfer courses,

normally found in the first two years of the baccalaureate program, and technical

and vocational courses, both credit and noncredit, all available to students

of all ages. The community college is an American institution which performs

many of the functions of traditional higher education and it renders other

educational services uniquely associated with the comprehensive community

college, There are now nearly 2,000 community colleges in the United States

enrolling more than two million students. This is approximately one third

of all of the nation's students now enrolled in post-secondary higher education.

The great expansion in the public community college movement has occured since

1961 - the number of colleges has increased some fifty percent while enrollment

has gone up much more rapidly, Still more community colleges are being opened

every year and enrollments continue to increase. This tremendous growth is due

to the fact that traditional post-secondary educational institutions historically

have not been equipped to meet the challenge of the rapidly growing number of

young people who desire higher education and they are not prepared to offer the

career programs needed as a result of the national growth in industry and related

demands for trained manpower, It is estimated that some 200,000 individuals

newly trained at the semi-professional or technical level are needed each year,

:end, in addition, an increasing number of older people are interested in con-

tinuing their educational experience, many of them in non-traditional ways,

Mese new challenges raised by our society have nrcxluced the comprehensive

community collet.° - a new and different institution - and they represent a unique
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contribution to education made by this country. In fact, it is still 4

uniquely American institution, In addition to the community colleges there

has developed in this country, and in Alaska, in response to local needs,

extension centers that are operated by a parent institution, An extension

center may have only a few courses, or only one course, offered at a given

time, or it may offer numerous courses simultaneously, and sometimes a center

offers even a well-rounded, balanced program, depending upon the community'n

needs. Continuing education, correspondence courses, and other statewide

services have carried educational opportunities more widely to the people,

These efforts are primarily limited by scarcity of potential students and money,

The community colleges in Alaska were included in the University System,

which is dedicated to the idea that the state's most valuable resource is

the individual talent and fiber of its citizens, To better insure the maximum

utilization of this resource community colleges were established to broaden

educational opportunities both for young people just out of high school and for

adults in accordance with demonstrated need and subject to the limitations of

finance.

Accordingly, a community college has to be looked at with reference to

the following specific responsibilitiess

(1) Usually the community college offers curricula that satisfy the

requirements for the first two years of at least some baccalaureate programs,

Courses that parallel University offerings, and which are transferable to the

University of Alaska, or other four-year institutions, should be offered. If

ouch courses follow a two-year prescribed curriculum the Associate in Arts

or Associate in Science degree may be awarded.

(2) The distinctive characteristic of the community college is its provision

for carom. -oriented programs that prepare students for immediate et nloyment in

technical or semi-professional work, and which can uw.Ally be complet.ed in two

years or less, When such two-year programs include ai.out half general education



courses and the other half semi-professional or tc ,aical education, the

Associate degree in Applied Science may be given

(3) Providing general educational opportunities for citizens in their

immediate areas seems to be a growing need and is s proper expectation of the

community colleges, Such programs include evening classes, short courses,

workshops, lectures, exhibits, concerts, dramatic presentations and folk festivals

and in other ways meet the inaervice, re-education and cultural needs of the

immediate community.

(4) Thus, it is that to discharge these responsibilities community colleges

must maintain superior faculties and staff whose pwimary service through the

college is good teaching, The faculty will be selected, paid, and retained

primarily on the basis of the excellence of their teaching.

(5) In promoting the intellectual activities of the community the community

college needs to axert its influence to enrich and preserve the culture of the

area which it serves. These objectives are met through offering both credit

and non-credit courses and through an ever growing assortment of activities

carried out jointly by the college and the community,

While it is true that the community colleges originated as locally oriented,

locally supported and locally controlled institutions, and while there are

definite advantages in the local orientation, support and control, the pattern

nationwide is changing because of a shift toward state and federal sources of

funding. The local tax base simply has not been sufficient to support community

colleges in addition to the public schools already in existence. The increased

mobility of people and families has brought about more standardization and

a trend toward the statewide approach that was built into the Alaskan system

from the beginning, This does not mean that colleges have to surrender their

local orientation and the comern and help of the local community. The community

college advisory committees in Alapka are becoming increasingly helpful in planninr
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and coordination which must be statewide. In some parts of the nation, it

extends into interstate, regional and even national coordination.

Having a single statewide coordinatorworking directly with the community

colleges is a relatively new development assigned to coordinate programs

statewide, reduce waste and duplication and excessive costs. In the beginning

community colleges were reporting to the State Department of Education but in

more recent years there is a shift toward placing coordination of the community

colleges in with all state higher education. Sometimes the community or junior

colleges have separate boards. With a vice president who is now specifically

designated as one who will represent the community colleges in Alaska, there

will be an advocate for the community colleges at the level of the Board of

Regents or of State Government. He can be expected to help promote a state-

wide community college plan, promote the concept of the comprehensive community

college, clarify the role of the comprehensive community college in the community

and in the state system, help seth the development of a community college law

to provide for the orderly establishment of new colleges, consult with state

officials and legislators concerning better funding of community college

activities, stimulate up-to-date research and the collection of information that

will help the Board of Regents to monitor the delivery of services lhvoough the

community colleges. This vice president's responsibilities will be involved in

the exercise of leadership in providing and carrying out the Board of Regents'

master plan for the development of the community colleges as a part of the

state system. In the future, statewide functions relating to the community

colleges should be coordinated through the vice president's office. The vice

president must be independent of partisan politics and he should have direct

access to the Board of Regents at all times with the knowledge and approval of

the President of the University.



Looking down the road ahead, it seems clear that the community colleges

will increasingly become comprehensive tao -year institutions serving through-

out a wider area than the local community, organizing and assisting in public

service and educational activities of the University, with increasingly

stronger direction and continued substantial support from the state.

There should be statutory provision for the establishment of new community

colleges indicating steps to be followed and in broad general terms the criteria

to be used in evaluating a proposal, leaving the detailed criteria to be

determined by the Board of Regents.

Broadly the steps to be followed in starting any now college should include

caret 41 development of a feasibility study by the local community, assisted by

the .university personnel who are knowledgable in the workings of Alaska's

community college system and who should be appointed upon the request of the

local ,Jommunity by the university provost of the region in which the proposed

new comicality college would be located. The feasibility study should be

carefully prepared incorporating the analysis of criteria that have been

doterminedby the Board. After it has been approved by the members of the

local committee and the University personnel who have helped in its preparation

by serving as consultants to the local committee, the proposal should go directly

to the provost of the region who in turn should submit it through the vice

president of the community colleges to the Board of Regents for their endorse-

ment and submission to the Lefeslature, along with a recommendation for funding,
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A VISIT TO KODIAK COMMUNITY COLLECS

One of the most instructive experiences anyone who would like to under-

stand the community college and its problems in Alaska can have is to visit

a typical community college, The following comments are based upon a visit

to Kodiak Community College and includes some of the kinds of comments and

criticisms directly off tho "firing line" one can pick up in the course of

a day's visit,

Kodiak Island, one of theA:eutian chain, has approximately 9,500 people

living on the entire island, while the town of Kodiak has a population of

barely 5,000 people, The community college Is a cooperative educational enter-

prise involving the University of Alaska and the local school district,

Started in 1968 with ninety-five students enrolled in eight classes, the

college has experienced rapid growth and in Lhe spring of 1973 there were

588 students enrolled in forty-one classes, mostly in Kodiak, but there were

aleo classes in six different locations throughout the Borough which includes

the outlying villages on the island, Ssvcnteen classes are given without

college credit and they are locally spontored. There are twenty-five classes

for credit sponsored by the University or Alaska, The credit courses are for

local high school graduates who wish to complete their first two years of

academic work at the community college. This year the Legislature appropriated

funds to start an associate degree program in fisheries technology at the Kodiak

Community College, Presently, pilot courses are being offered in fisheries, tmd

the first full year of operation will be completed in the spring of 1974,

Local businesses, clubs, and other organizations have established six scholar

ships to enable that many students to attend the Community College thie year.



The vocational programs (business education, home economics, and fisheries)

were offered as a result of a community survey by members of the College

Advisory Committee to determine the needs, most urgently felt in Kodiak, for

vocational training, In the spring of 1972 the college sponsored a Fisheries

Institute designed to bring specialists in the new technology in fisheries to

the fishermen at Kodiak for an intense one-week institute. The response to that

institute was so great, with over one thousand attending for the one-week

period, that a second institute is planned for the first week of March this

spring,

The college coordinates upper division and graduate courses in the field

of education to meet the demand by local educators for courses to upgrade their

teaching skills, Last spring eight teachers completed their requirements for

the masterUdegree in education at the University of Alask- through Kodiak

Community College- sponsored graduate programs.

Currently, there are approximately eighty students enrolled in the adult

basic education program designed to bring the student up through the high

school levels so they may successfully complete the GED test and receive thu

high school equivalency diplomas,

The college is approved as a testing center for the following tests

administered for anyone in the area who would like to take them

(1) Admission for Graduate Study in Business

(2) Certified Professtonal SwQretaries Examination

(3) General Educai,ional Development Test

(4) Graduate Record ExaminWx.

(5) Law School Admission "est

The college also proctors special tests at the request of a student or an

organization,

Students are referred to community college programs by various agencies

which pay the tuition and costs for such etWenta, Currently, the college has
i'd;
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students referred through the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation, the Depart-

ment of Welfare - wir Program, the Department of Labor - MDT Program, and the

Law Enforcement Officers' Program administered through the Department of Justice

known as LEEP.

In October 1972 the college moved into its first building containing seven

classrooms, a library, office, and student lounge. Because of the size of

program and enrollment, many classes are still being held in the local high

school. A second facility for the Kodiak Community College will include two

classrooms, an arts and crafts room, a fisheries and marine diesel shops

laboratory, and a maintenance shop and additional office space. This building

is scheduled for completion in 1974.

This year the college reports a total headcount of 588, which is the largest

the school has had since it opened. Community-oriented programs will continue

to grow, and with the image of the collego enhanced by the actual awarding of

associate degrees for the first time last spring and with the college being

housed in new, well-planned facilities, the enrollment will likely continue

to grow.

While an on-site visit is impressive and one feels first like complimenting

the state of Alaska, the citizens of Kodiak, and the fine staff associated with

the college, there are still problems that need attention. For example, the

budgets of the community colleges are too fragmented. There is the University

appropriation. Then through the Department cf Education funding for vocational-

technical programs is provided. Finally, there is local assistance that is

variable depending upon the institution and the interest and activity of local

nitizens.

There is need for better and more systematic budget building which is based

upon a clearly articulated philosophy, guidelines, and principles everyone

arsociated with the institution can know and understand,
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It is important for the director of a college to meet with fellow

directors from two to four times each year to exchange ideas, compare notes,

etc.

Salaries in Kodiak, and in all of the community colleges, are a problem.

The teachers in the public schools in Kodiak get higher salaries in some

teaching areas. For example, the public school teacher with a bachelor's degree

gets $11,500 while the teacInp with a master's degree in Kodiak Community

College receives $9,000. The University does use the statewide scale for

classified personnel, but for professional people there is no adjustment for

the added expense of living in the area. This hurts. It is suggested that

consideration be given to the establishment of a twenty-five percent cost of

living allowance for professional people living and working in Kodiak as

teachers in the Community College as is done or certain other personnel.

The fees and tuition and sales by the college should not have to go

through the Borough and be appropriated back to the college. Rather they

should be mane available directly to the community colleges.

The college is fortunate in being able to employ part-time people who are

highly competent who live there, such as housewives, military personnel, and

other professional people.

A visit to this school prompts the suggestion that one of the criteria for

a community college in Alaska might be that there be a total population of five

thousand people in the immediate service area and 9,500 (which is the Kodiak

Island population) in the larger service area in which the college may offer

courses at centers or by extension. It is also suggested that no community

college should be established except after provision has been made for an adequate

bud(vt for the faculty and support staff amounting to at least one half-time

librax!an, a secretary, the director of the college, a minimum of two cr three

full-time instructors, a counselor, registrar and admissions officer who might
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be part-time in that capacity and be doing part-time teaching.

Again, we repeat, this is but one of the community colleges in Alaska, wild

a similar, though quite different account due to local conditions, could be

given of any of the other community colleges. The cooperation with the local

high school at Kodiak, and the mutual exchange and help between the local high

school and the community college is uniquely outstanding.



5FJCVIC OBSOWATIONC ABOUT ALASKA'S COMAMITY COLL:Ma

Ile would like to report in somewhat greater detail some observations

based primax4y upon visits to the community colleges in Alaska from time to

time 1.i inning in September 1971, and continuing up to the present, The

principal author of this report has visited most of the community colleges, some

of them moro than once, and he has attended hearings in communities where there

are community colleges and where the public, faculty, and students have presentri

their various points of view in a free and uninhibited manner, He has visited

With all of the directors of the community collect's (some on more Can one

occasion), the three regional provosts, the vice president for community colleges,

and h., hla Tut with all of the Boards of Regen.s once and on more than one

occasion has visited with indivudal members of the Board. He has had numerous

coror..:.en with various university administrators on the campus at :ollece,

1n1 acknowledges substantial help from the niversity's chief planninc and

le7ulopncnt officor who has supplied basic statistical information and planning

data collected and prepared by that office. The information that has emerged

int,1.!?r: tho following; (1) The largest and moat outstanding community college,

Anchorage Community College, is locatel in Alz,ska's largest city and is

-_-losr,ly associated with institutions which give major emphasis to their

laccllaurcate and graduate proams; (2) Community college programs in ;dacha

Gera to get tal.er way easier by offering courses that are applicable to

))accnlaurtmt:.. Ancrees for they have found funding other types of courses a more

rir.).:3 problem; (3) Community colleges have often etttarced from Una versa ty

ro that he influence of the extencton center philosophy can

nr+r 0-zorvri,d in the comnunity coller,e that is jt.st getting under way;
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0) Cccupational Imve not received an much emphasis as they should

have Othin *!niv,rsitl systwq (5) The community college advisory boards

:ire all ferctionin- 2m! Ilering their role in each community college, but they

need to be tcttv- Interned and to have increased involvement with the college,

loars members hav served well'in the local community, but there is a need for

better communica'Aon from the University to Board members regarding community

collerp fumltions anJ policies and regarding the need for future support of the

community colleges; (6) The members of the Board of Regents might well give

in-raled at'ertten to the planning and coordination of community college

education statewide, There is already evidence of greater concern for statewide

planninr an' coordination of effort, It should be possible to better invoke

the uso of expertise throughout the University to help community colleges with

snecific problems and needs; (7) There is good reason to believe that the

!tnivir:Tsity of Aliska at. College could well perform the community college functions

that have been proposed, ansi which should be performed, by the Tanana Valley

'Iommunity Collor°, by including a community college an one of the unite of the

University of Alaska, perhaps called by a name to appropriately recognize the

local community financial support, on a par with the College of Arts and Sc_ences,

Coilece of Aucat;on, or any other college or major academic division of the

'!niversity, The '!niversity has the facilities and faculty, and it is already

teachin tho basic transfer type courses in its lower division which might also

become avail:Cr:le to students in the college which might be organized as a college

within the ..:niversity at College, Thus, under sympathetic University administration,

and with appropriate funlinp by the Legislature, an outstanding community college

coull be leveloeed an ,'et under way immediately without an initial large ou+lay

for facilities .ant with considerable savings of expense for administrative and

teachirv! perronnel, The situation appears to be uniaely right for 7 sympathetic

to levelor such a coAponent of the University at
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Collage! (8) It is unfortunate that the state of Alaska has its community

colleges and its vocational schools administered separately. It seems highly

desirable to be looking ahead towards combining administration of all post-

secondary high school work within one administrative structure by making

vocational education an int:Jgral part of the comprehensive community college

where the vocational school is located in the same or nearby communities.

Consistent with the concept of the service area of a community college, those

vocational schools wil.hin the larger service area of the community college could

be administered through the community college if it ever becomes legally

possible: (9) The communities in Alaska have made good use of what federal money

has been available for the support of occupational programs through the community

colleges. They could well use more of such funds. Funds would be used better

if reasonable assurance could be given in advance of the availability of funds.

This would permit better planning and determination of programs so as to get

out the publicity well enough in advance to permit students to make their plans

to attend.

The comprehensive community college must be permitted to operate free of

some of the controls exercised by academic faculty members and administrators

wh, are often heavily involved with graduate and professional programs and who

lack the time and interest to become fully involved with problems of the community

coller,c. Certain defined limits of autonomy should be established to permit the

community collercs to respond in a reasonably short time to local needs - especially

in the "vocational-technical" and community services areas; (10) While the

requested budget, for each community college is identified in each legislative

there has been insufficient input from outside the central University

n.:minit.ration in 'Incisions concerning' the level of curport requestei and actually

r,- '.'or cornunl'.y collone pr. oiTans; (11) xcept In the initial prepara:ion

of 3.,t,!riillr for P nronosed operatin4 budget, all don, In accordance with pre -

serf' forms, tlwre has been insuffic4e4 participation by the dirf-qors of
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eonmiwi'v collet.es in the representation of the nonds of their respective

buAlet officers or to the Boaes of Regents; (12) Thc

co:7t P,;11-time-cluivalent student in the community collet ;es

v1ri-7 in inancos ont is below norrespondinc costs elacwhore in

ho UI 1' or1 V.:Lcs for similar corrrehencive community college prograLs while in

others 'his colt filure ha been hi (,t, especially where new prof;ramo aro beint

.41J!1 lnw enrollments, tIournes ar.d programs with low enrollments need

1:,r! ti i no-,c eareully, Where the cost can be jurtifiod, figures and

7actr should b,. ilvailable and used in analysis and justification of the prorrams,

'Thlre the cost cannot be justified, courses and/or prorams should be cancelled'

(1?,) kil;Inictration of the counsulin, and guidance function of the cnmmunity

11. -en is vo7.1.abl, %rectors of community colle,en are to be connen:led for

%aye souIht to provide counselim, and cul:I.nce, even at the exT:ense

of ler :lours ftoy themselves spend with students and rrospective stAents. In

::one canes ;f3o1 counselinc is being provided, on a voluntary basis, if a student

stoti 1, The community colleges should systematically arrange for each studont

to iu ''o ce,.;nsolinc; and planning help he needs and such additional help

car zu; ho feels he needs. In some instanct,n studens con roc,isor

nnyonc 4ith the result that wasteol orL.ors arc: mar!e. Some.

.71r-la that ho must tal:e an oars court' or semeztor of wor%,

P.00- 71annim which rorulto from ffAlure to com:Jlt

t:1,t ;:or,^ attention should Le given to oi.her 3f.:10.!nt

hoalth -mrvicur:. at each o: &hit community collo -; The

rack 'ha' conn.!r'."; 7aculty and teachups ac'!" ;.' philot:ochy or 'ill.'

con, corul;nify coll;c no:' lni und.w: ;.,1 it 1,4.,t!.o, than lo tilt;

f-- 1 .. :tor an! ,-,Ti!ua1.1 .!Iviclow- of tiv Unliervity do.. nrl. in

." :tor t: /1.y ::14. '7
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In the past, faculties in some academic departments would sometimes minimize

the status of their counterparts in other departments, noticeably those in the

professional areas, but that feeling has not prevented close collabo-,:ation and

sharing of space, facilities, and even of ideas across departmental lines,

:inilarly faculties can include the community college faculty as partners in the

very complex teaching process; (15) While local community college advisory boards

are especially useful in discussion of feasibility and need for programs, they

also need to be utilized in helping the college carry out all of its functions,

They need to focus more on serving students other than those who have ability

and the interest to pursue a four-year baccalaureate degree program; (16) In

frencral, Alaska has encountered no major problems with the transfer of credits

iron the community colleces to either public or private institutions in Alaska

or to out-of-state institutions; (17) The University has done substantial plannik:

for the development of its community colleges, yet new ones are sometimes

established without sufficient planning for the new college to fit into a

statewide plan; (18) %cause of the great interest in the comprehensive corn -

college type of education in Alaska and in the concept of overall plan-

nitv for education at all levels throughout the state, it would seem highly

clesiroble at this point for Alaska to create a coordinating body that would ie

no sense usurp the authority of the Board of Regents, but which would in its

a;!visory capacity assist the Board of Regents through planning and assemblinr

;nfornation and recommendations for the Board of Regents and which could be

music available to appropriate egislative bodies also; (19) The extent to which

the comprehensive community college idea has been accepted and realized in

Alan %a lnl the effectiveness of the University administration in getting such

unOt. way merit commendation rather than criticism. However, the

r:rf community calle7 p.-ograns and services shoulA be looked upon merely

f7,'Perr r'ron rhich new programs can 144 ,!evoloped
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,:,xraniel as Is already haepening, The concept of a community college, such as

the one In 31ivt, :!ervinr as one member of a consortium with Sheldon Jackson

r.onut,,: and also servin its area developing and administering programs of all

orts, cv,:n prwraro, in the interest of serving the people throughout

its service ar,v in new and in an extension of the community college idea, It

seems appropriate in the Alaska setting, This concept will surely be considered

tiry n` filer conmtm!.ty colleges than 'itka, and, if properly developed and supported,

It coul! 'malls, the :'nivorsity to better serve more people at lower cost and

provido +hem what is most appropriate to their needs and desires, Such an

extension of function, coupled with improved communications can and will

demonstrato its effectiveness to the advantage of all of the citizens of the

Among specific and high priority needs of the University of Alaska is for

a conference cent.eL. uL Lhe Auke Bay campus in Juneau, designed to serve all of

southeastern Alaska. The 1973 Report pointed out this need and endorsed the

University's request. This continues to be an important need which must ulti-

mately be met. Further delay only increased the cost of construction.

( 5 ,



TM COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

The Comprehensive Community College in the United States is a development

that derives from needs for educational programs that are especially adapted

to young people, and older adults as well, who have completed high school

but for financial, personal, or other reasons are not able, or do not desire,

to continue their education in the traditional college or university. The

community college also was designed to serve those who drop out of school

before completing high school, some of them being older adults who may even

wish to continue working toward completing the requirements for a high school

diploma, as well as to develo- some new skills useful in the world of work, or

who just wish to learn more about something. A comprehensive community college

then has come to accept as its role the development of an appropriate and

diversified educational program to servo a wide variety of people by giving them

a choice ofs (a) the first two years of the traditional college level academic

program; (b) two-year terminal programs usually leading to the associate

degree; (c) particular programs that provide training for employment, usually

of two years duration, and leading to a certificate or diploma in most areas;

(d) programs designed to update occupational skills and retrain individuals

for new occupations; (e) programs for cultural and personal enrichment; and,

(f) rasic adult education.

The comprehensive community college was developed to provide whatever is

needed by the adult population throughout the community being served by the

(o11i Vie.

-:ometimen the traditional collegiate academic prOrraMS given in the

college are called "transfer programs." Mull/ two-year colleges do

no r. , than this, par!ly because many students and 41.clir parents want the
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regular first two years of college, hopeful that they may be able to go on to

a four-year college somewhere else and earn a degree. Also, most of the first

two years of general education taken in college is easier to provide in terms

of staff and facilities, and it is less expensive than many vocational and

technical courses. This has not all been bad, for many young people in Alaska

with the ability to pursue a bachelor's degree have, in the past, been unable

to do so because of limited financial resources and because of the distances,

and high cost, of institutions giving the baccalaureate degree. The community

college nearby makes it possible for many families of moderate financial

circumstances to send their sons and daughters to the community college for two

years. Then with the help of financial aid, and work, it is much more likely

that they can find a way to transfer and complete regular degree programs some-

where.

Another matter of importance is the fact that many high school graduates

in Alaska lack the sophistication and maturity of the high school graduates

from large urban centers so that when they go to a large university, they feel

lost and they are sometimes unable to adjust easily to the university situation.

Having a place for these young people to spend their first two years of college

in a community college near home results in academic success for many Who

might otherwise have experienced failure at the University.

It is generally recognized that American higher education has seriously

neglected two-year terminal programs that normally prepare individuals for

some useful occupation where trained personnel are needed, and which symbolizes

completion of two years of terminal type education by the awarding of the

Associate Degree, with the massive expansion in technicological areas

there has developed a rapidly growing demand for special training, especially

for people trained for serious semi-professional occupations. This type

of education is viewed as a matter of first priority in many places.
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Alaska is only now getting Us community colleges organized and oriented

toward preparing personnel for these types of positions. In spite of the

fact that educational leaders have long advocated two-year terminal programs

the four-year institutions have been so busy with their expanding four-year

degree programs, while new two-year colleges have had such difficulty receiving

the eroper attention and financial support from state legislators, that

associate degree programs were generally overlooked almost everywhere. The

estimated need for persons trained in up to two-year post-high school occupational

degree programs in such fields as data processing and computers, the Health

Services, law enforcement and correction, electronics, service jobs and middle

management in business is still very great indeed. The need is found especially

in those jobs that require no more than two years' training.

There are a number of shorter type training programs which prepare people

for immediate employment and which usually carry some form of recognition,

such as a certificate or a diploma presented upon completion of a program.

Many such programs are given by business and others who employ such people.

However, it is being recognized that these programs are just as important

to a significant segment of the adult population, and young people in the

community who have dropped out of school, as are other types of educational

needs. Accordingly, they are receiving increasing attention nationwide as

well as in the community colleges in Alaska.

There is no sharp distinction between educational requirements that

might be met with a shorter certificate program and those that require a two-

year occupational associate degree program. In general, the shorter programs

are limited to developing specialized skills for certain specific jobs. Such

training can sometimes be completed in a course that lasts only a few weeks,

while in other cases by courses that might extend over a year or two or more,



Some of the colleges, especially the vocational schools in Alaska, have

developed progranv to the point where instruction is strictly individual. That

isothe individual student can enter the course at any time, receive his

instructional materials a modulo at a time, and complete the work prescribed

for each module, working on his own at his own pace, utilising various

instructional media as describmi in the instructiona given to him, with at

instructor nearby who can be called upon at any time an he may be n:3ded. The

student works at his own pace and completes the course or program in whatever

time is required. Some may take half the normal time while others may take

twice as long to complete a given course working at their own pace:

The colleges in Alaska have experimented with the use of various media to

advantage. The lack of adequate funds for experimentation, and for the purchase

of new learning tools, is still a handicap in the community colleges in Alaska.

It is recommended that more funds be allotted for experimentation and for. actual

use in a greater range of teaching aides than have been available in the past

in Alaska's community colleges.

Alaska has experienced a significant reduction in the requirements of

unskilled labor as is true nationwide. There is occupational displacement and

obsolescence resulting from increased automation. Moreover, there is increasing

awareness that the best way to reduce unemployment and the correlated public

welfare problems is by training people who are out of work for employment in

other fields whore there is need for people who have had the required training

and where they can earn a living.

Overlapping this kind of special educational need is the need to train

people who already have jobs to do better work, and, thus, advance themselves

in their work Jituations. There is a need for programs designed to help workers

keep up with advancements in their fields and prepare them to do their jobs

better or even for promotion to a new job. This is something intended to
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assist a wide variety of personnel, from those doing the lowest type of work in

an organization to those who hale completed specialized training programs. In

some cases, such programs are needed for those who have earned college degrees.

For example, a college organized a program for employed engineers who wished to

take a course in advanced mathematics to help them better understand newer

developments in engineering applicable to their own work. Another course being

taught by a community college is intended for nurses and it provides them

training in the newest in patient care. Another course consisted of a group

of small business operators who met for two hours each of three evening sessions

to learn more about inventory management.

The assumption that such needs are being met by business and industry which

employs workers is not true in Alaska, as indeed it is not generally true

elsewhere. Throughout Alaska most organizations and agencies do not have

a sufficiently large number of employees to warrant special training programs

for workers in a particular business. Moreover, the state is justified in

providing business education services for business and industry through the

community colleges since they pay a substantial share of the taxes which go to

support the colleges. It is something the college ought to undertake also

because they are in the best position to recruit teachers who can best assure

success in the educational task.

In Alaska the community colleges have been so restricted in the funds

available to them, and they are generally so busy with their general education

and occupational-type programs, that there has been little time for any of the

colleges to serve broadly the personal and non-occupational needs of the adults

7Inr, in their service area, "Man does not live by bread alone." While this

Is rtv.ognized, and there are many non-credit courses in Alaska, especially in

craf -tnd through making courses of general cultural interest available

eithc.- with or 4ithout credit to people on the basis of their personal interests,
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there is still a broad area where the colleges can do more in the future. Example

include personal interest conferences, workshops, institutes, and musical,

dramatic and concert Ivories :u serve the community. These aspects of the

community college in Alaska are aot stressed as they could be. The community

college should perhaps become thu adu:1-. cultural and recreational center of the

entire community. Adult participation in alit, music, drama, sports, forums on

public issues, seminars in various phases of home-making and child care

sponsored by the college, could and should be promoted more vigorously and

recognized as part of the workload and accomplishment of the community college.

There are a few instances of adults taking courses that teach household repairs

or give an introduction to simple electronics, etc., for the down-to-earth

practical value such courses may have for them.

Now people find themselves working shorter hours and with longer vacations,

earlier retirement, and living longer. Thus, these kinds of programs for

adults take on increasing importance. The community college. should be encouraged

and appropriately assisted and rewarded, for recognizing their opportunity and

obligation to serve such adult needs.

The community colleges have been generally available to assist in what has

come to be known as basic adult education, much of which is carried on in Alaska

through other agencies. Many of those who have not completed high school or

grade school find themselves relatively unemployable and unable to take community

college programs that might help them prepare for some useful occupation. The

community college can organize classes in basic elementary and secondary school

subjects by adadpting their teaching methods to the background and special

interests of such groups. Sometimes individuals take basic education courses

and go on to complete the requirements and receive their high school diplomas.

These programs are being offered through the career development centers. There

has been substantial interest and federal nupport for this work. In some places
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the public schools attempt to provide basic adult education but experience

generally shows that when these programs are offered through the community

college, and are administered by it, participants are more interested and they

stick with the program longer. This is no doubt partly because being identified

with a college and being associated with other adults like themselves, even

including functional illiterates who are learning, rather than with elementary

and secondary school youth, is more attractive to them. It is something the

community colleges in Alaska can well take more seriously than they have and

for which they should receive adequate financial support.

It seems that few educational programs in the United States stimulate as

much controversy over basic organization as do the community colleges. There

are examples of almost every kind of administrative structure imaginable

in existence and inmost instances those responsible for a particular arrange-

ment can make a case for their particular choice. In higher education a

committed administration and faculty, given the need for a college and the

necessary funds, can have a good program even through the administrative

organization may seem inadequate. However, an analysis indicates that some

colleges and systems havg a higher probability of success than others.

In Alaska, as in most other states, training for employment in an

occupation takes place through a dual arrangements the community colleges and

the vocational-technical schools. Some states also offer such training in public

four-year colleges and universities and in private institutions. When four-

year colleges became swamped with students pursuing master's degrees they tended

to neglect the less-than-degree-length programs, considering the baccalaureate

programs to be their primary function. This has increased the need for two-

year colleges and vocational schools. While this is probably mainly due to the

fact that admission to a four-year institution indicates a preference for four-

year programs, the fact that two -year programs are dropped first by institutions
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having to cut hack their total offerings creates the impression that they

look down upon the two-vmr programs, The substantial federal funds made

available for occupational proarams have lead to the development of vocational

and technical schools for post-high school occupational training, Some states

use these funds to develop vocational-technical courses through their

community colleges,

The two-way track in post-secondary education arse in other states, But

in those states, the size of the community college was such that a separation

into two separate institutions might have been indicated in any case so as

to reduce the total number enrolled in each college, In Alaska the com-

munity colleges offering nearly all transfer type courses sometimes find

enrollment is too low to justify offering many classes, indeed, some of them

have so few students enrolled in transfer courses that the cost per full-time -

equivalent stulent is so high that continuance of the college for standard

transfer type courses alone would bo seriously questionable.Throughout Alaska

the comprehensive curriculum will be necessary if the post-secondary educational

needs of the community are to be met, It is true in every state, and especially

so in Alaska, that many of those completing high school are uncertain about

their future work and their field of interest, If they start invocational

school, or in a collegiate type program in a community college, they often

incw,er where their real interests lie, that is, they "find themselves," If

they want to chanee educational objectives, they would often have to chanee

institutions. 'Then such a student drops what he is doing, he often fails to

re-enroll at all, aryl even if he does, the school to which he transfers often

oanni' ',ran' fair recognition for the work he has already completed

roasonn, It 13 believed that the cmmprehensiv community

rirricIllm c. 7,ad to norve the new's of Alaska b 'er han 4 r

Ir7." I . provile3 for eaw nor14. .11 lb

For these
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That is, the student can make a complete shift in his or her vocational and

educational objectives without changing institutions,

'.'inancial considerations are important also because many vocational and

technical programs require expensive equipment and either individual or small

0,roup instruction. In a comprehensive community college where there is a

possibility of sUring facilities between programs, better use can be made

of +he laboratories, classroots, and instructional staff Moreover, the

full-tine-equivalent student cost for administration and support services is

less than for two or three distinct colleges or schools, It has been found to

be good for students to be in a learning atmosphere where there is diversity

and where a variety of interests are represented. The comprehensive community

colle`'© appears to have greater holding power for the student, at least after

he has enrollei an settled in and has become acquainted.

Zany of these same arguments are valid to support a case for the community

colle:o as a division of the four-year college or university located in the

same community, any state universities have developed a comprehensive community

as a separate college, or division, of the university enjoying parity

with ,ach of the other academic units, such as the College of Arts and Sciences,

Colli7e of .:np,ineering, College of Business, etc, In one university the unit

i2 Pllef! the "'vocational- Technics? Colleges" and it offers short vocational and

echnical cowses as well as two-year programs learlinfe, to the associate degree, a

'our-v,lar curriculum that lead to a baccalaureate degree, and it has recently

NO.

addel a naster's degree program in criminal justice,

Cne of the group of consultants who visited Alaska two years ago is the

^r1:10nt o' Idaho State University where there is a division responsible for

tr, osstr4.1111y comprehensive community college work serving the local

3f.ilents come from great distances about over the state 'o take

o',,. In vocational and technical fields. They are a (.art of the totll university,
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There are no poecond clnan citizens," Moreover, the .f'aculty in the community

collegft, th.2t ft ;$ part of the university, enjoy greater prestige in the

academic world as UnIversity appointees. But such programs as integral parts

01- A uni.corl4y.(1,4r. auco,:el only If the president and faculty of the University

are strenely supportive of them. It has been noted by various observers that

while a certain snobbishness and relegation of teachers faf vocational subjects

to second class status, was rather prevalent a few years ago, these attitudes

art' changim! rapi!ly and now are generally the exception rather than the rule.

One Vector 1.4 tho rapid increase in the occupational curriculums being offered,

the nany 40W pro rams bein, developed, and the substantial growth in enroll-

mente in such proi:rans. The former more narrowly oriented liberal arts faculties

and admInIstrators no longer generally predominate in academic administration.

The comprehensive community college, where it is organized as a unit of the

state university, ceems to re the most likely to best meet the needs of society

for post-secondary educational preparation for vocations.

In summary, those engaged in work and planning looking toward participating

In Alaska's alrely extensive community college program do well to keep in

mind the 7I7Z F-r.:7ICN3 OF TH2, COMPBMNSIVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE:

1. Provi,ie the firs'. 'wo years of a baccalaureate degree program.

Provide programs through which students prepare for an occupation .

vocational or technical.

3. ?rovlde general education for all students.

. Provile equlational services that are needed in the community.

5. Provide guilatec and counseling services for students and prospective

stulents In the community.

The Criterirt for -staidishnons. of Collevi!s

:!omplf'.ion of the Alaski pipeline an! tl.c. r--,ultant stimul.::: to the

Ala) r .ny tht. ir ocst-secondary enroll-
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monts in the University of Alaska at College and the growing need for further

educational opportunities for the people of the state, i$ seems clear that

pressures of enrollment increases in certain areas, notably in Anchorage, will

continue and there will undoubtedly be more local requests for new community

colleges and extension centers. Like most other states Alaska will be unable

to satisfy all desires, and, for that reason, it is most urgent that the

Board of Regents formulate guidelines for the approval of new colleges and

that a new community college not be set up by the Legislature. The new act

should broadly, and in general terms, provide criteria and support for choosing

wisely where and when new colleges shall be established.

Yo new college should be established, or given serious consideration,

until there is a feasibility study showing the need for the new college in the

light of new criteria for 4.he establishment of a new college established in

advance by the Board of Regents. These criteria might include the followings

(1) 7ividence of need for a new college. The feasibility study should

describe the region and why it needs such an institution and document reasons

for believing there would be sufficient enrollment to enable the new college

to operate efficiently. The criteria should include a requirement of reasonable

assurance of future employment opportunities for the graduates of the college,

(2) A minimum population guide, The area to be served by the new college

should have a minimum population of approximately 5,000 in the immediate

community, and an even rreater number (roughly 10,000 persons)living within a

commuting disance of an hour or so. Mese suggested population figures could

insure a minimum enrollment for a limited type of community college. The

-,rtIculal area seeking a new college should afford employment opportunities

r, ;-!ents and for graduates from the school.

Future of the community, Thia Is important 17 planning a community

coll,g.. It should be located in an area that is going to need the bhefite
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of community college educational opportunities increasingly, because of future

economic growth and development in the area or because the area needs economic

rehatilitation. There may be communities where economic growth is not indicated

Ain a sufficient number of people need access to the community college to

permit them to develop and to upgrade their skills for future employment.

(4) Community support. There should be clear evidence of a certain level

of support that the community is able to provide, such as land, facilities,

etc, "!..:vidence that the community appreciates the types of programs the

community college can provide may be even more important and critical than

finaneal support.

(c) Local interest. There should be clear indications that there is good

local interest and leadership that will help the college continue operation and

which can be helpful in using its resources.

(6) Potential enrollment, There should be a clear initial potential

enrollment of one hundred students with a potential of three hundred students

within a period of three to five years. If there are extension centers, or

other competine educational institutions in the area this number should be

increased cnrrQspondingly to guarantee avoroximately this number of students

for the community college being proposed.

(") NIlationships to other institutions, It should be clearly ascertained

that the proposei new-institution (college) will not conflict with elttier

exls'ing public or private institutions or programs in the saw; fT9cruphic

area,

Adequate physinal site, There must be clear evidence of 4 site

satisractory for any future iewlopmmt of a community college.

earkIr, :1r! 1!1!1.0-!l1ly of public utilities as well lr land shout' con-

/. 1711,1,';11tv of ccmontrit Par'-"1,° rfl-
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(10) The larger community from which the proposed college might draw

students should not be such as to require more than approximately one hour of

commuting time by students who might wish to attend while living at home.

Not aLl of the existing community colleges in Alaska meet all of these

criteria, However, this does not invalidate the importance of seeing that these

criteria or similar ones are clearly met before plans for a new college are

developed. The financial burden upon the state of Alaska for the delivery of

quality educational opportunity Ls already becoming too heavy to enlarge the

state's efforts in areas of low productivity and excessively high costs.

Public hearings held over the state by the Legislative Council's Committee

on Higher Education have clearly indicated widespread interest and support in

high quality community college educational opportunity in Alaska. One can infer

from numerous questions and comments during the public hearings that many

people do not fully understand the comprehensive community college, nor do they

fully understand the strength the community colleges derive from their being

a part of the State University, Improved communications and dessemination of

nubile information about Alaska's post-secondary educational opportunities

are matters to be worked out in the years ahead. The concept of the opan

community college that admits anyone who has the desire and who can profit from

attenlance is a good one. It should be preserved as a worthy goal that is still

valid, especially in Alaska at this time. Continued improvement in counseling

and guida.lce and other support services are very important.

e.ven with the application or the proposed criteria in individual cases,

It cannot bo assured that new community (4;11 ges will always be established in

ft.1 :-,1st strategic places. Also, even though a given location may meet the

crIcr.ta it couli happen that some other locatioA would be more stra4egic from

poin' of view. Thus, the criteria proposel, if adopted ;Ind anorded,

If n(nessary, 1 the Board of Regents, still c innot se7.vt! thn purpos,n of an

over171 rhowing strategic locations for nollinty collopen and
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extension centers, If there are well-developed feasibility studies for proposed

new institutions, within a general statewide plan, the criteria could then be

employed to determine if and when a new institution could be established

advantageously, A great advantage of having a set of criteria is that any

proposal for a new college would have to include a carefully developed feasibility

study which would provide specific information relative to important considerations

that should enter into any final decision to establish a college,

IINIVE CITY e'r
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